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Introduction (.. 0'\

Pursuant to Fed. R. App. P. 27(a)(3} and Federal Circuit Rule 27(b),

Jacobsen responds to Matthew Katzer and KAMIND Associates' Motion to

Transfer Venue to the Ninth Circuit. The parties agree the district court had

jurisdiction of the declaratory judgment causes of action at the outset of litigation.

The parties dispute whether jurisdiction remains after Katzer and KAMIND

disclaimed two of the 14 Katzer patents. The district court sided with Katzer and

KAMIND. Jacobsen plans for an appeal at final judgment. In the meantime,

Jacobsen appeals from the district court's denial of his motion for preliminary

injunction to enjoin Katzer and KAMIND's copyright infringement and DMCA

violations. This Court has exclusive jurisdiction to hear this appeal.
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II. Issue
Does this Court have jurisdiction ofa non-patent interlocutory appeal when

it will have exclusive jurisdiction of an appeal at final judgment in this case?

III. Summary of Argument
Because the district court's jurisdiction is based in 28 U.S.C. Sec. 1338, this

Court has exclusive jurisdiction to hear an appeal after the district court enters final

judgment, id. Sec. 1295(a), and therefore has jurisdiction of this interlocutory

appeal, id. Sec. 1292(c). Katzer's motion asks this Court to treat a district court's

non-final and, as yet, non-appealable detennination of the ripeness of a patent

declaratory judgment claim as if it were a plaintiffs voluntary decision to amend a

complaint. Taken to its logical conclusion, Katzer's argument would strip this

Court ofjurisdiction over all determinations that such a claim was unripe. Neither

law nor logic supports this request.

IV. Background·

A. The Dispute Arises-Katzer Sends Demand Letters to Jacobsen

This dispute began four years ago, in March 2005, when Matthew Katzer

and KAMIND Associates (collectively Katzer) sent their first cease and desist

letter to Robert Jacobsen. Jacobsen, a leader ofan open source group called the

Java Model Railroad Interface (JMRI), creates software for controlling model

I As Katzer has offered an abbreviated version of events leading to this appeal,
Jacobsen offers fuller detail to put the facts and procedure in proper context.
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trains on a model train layout. JMRl has released model train software since 2001.

Katzer is the owner of KAMIND Associates, which seIJs model train control

system software, and which held 14 patents, consisting of 688 claims,2 on methods

for controlling model trains. Katzer's first letter suggested that Jacobsen infringed

U.S. Patent No. 6,530,329 (issued Mar. 11,2003). Ex. 8 at 2. Katzer offered a

license for $I9/copy. Id. Jacobsen denied infringing any Katzer patents and asked

for the basis for Katzer's accusations. Id. at 3. Several months passed, and

Jacobsen received no response.

In August 2005, Katzer again sent a cease and desist letter, along with an

invoice for $203,000. Id. at 4-5. He accused Jacobsen of infringing mUltiple

unidentified Katzer patents. Id. at 6. He had also increased his license fee to

$29/copy. Id. On its face, the invoice made it appear that Jacobsen had ordered

the licenses and owed the amount due to Katzer. See id. Jacobsen grew concerned

over how Katzer would use the invoice.

The letters/invoices did not stop. Katzer sent another letter and invoice in

early October. Id. at 7. This time, the invoice included interest and stated that

Jacobsen owed more than $206,000. Id. at 8.

2 After Katzer's disclaimers, Katzer holds 12 patents with 614 claims. See Exhibit
A for a chart of the Katzer patents. Most claims are based on earlier filed
applications. As an example, Exhibit A includes a comparison of two claims.
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B. Katzer's FOIA Request to Jacobsen's Employer

Dissatisfied that he was not getting any response, Katzer increased the

pressure. Knowing that Jacobsen worked at the Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory ("Lab") as a research physicist, Katzer filed a FOIA request with the

U.S. Department of Energy to obtain Jacobsen's emails and other JMRI

information from the Lab. Ex. C. In his FOIA request, Katzer falsely stated that

he had filed a lawsuit against Jacobsen in federal court. Ex. C at 3 (paragraph 15).

He also accused Jacobsen of infringing multiple unidentified Katzer patents. Id. at

1. Finally, Katzer included one of the $200,OOO-plus invoices. Id. at 4.

Once the FOIA request was routed to the Lab, Jacobsen was brought before

his superiors to explain the situation, in particular the federal lawsuit that Katzer

had purportedly filed against him. Patent infringement is one of the few bases that

the Lab, or U.C. Berkeley, where Jacobsen holds a tenured faculty position, could

fire Jacobsen. Ex. D at 8-10. Jacobsen explained the dispute to his bosses, and

later detennined that Katzer had not filed any lawsuit after all. Id. at 3 (paragraph

37). Nevertheless, the FOIA request incident left him unnerved as to what tactic

Katzer might try next.

The cease and desist letters, with invoices, kept arriving. Ex. B at 9-11.

Katzer continued to add interest on the invoices. Id. at 11. Jacobsen grew

increasingly concerned-and he had good reason.
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c. Jacobsen Aware of Katzer's Earlier Disputes

In September 2002, Katzer had sued his two other competitors, DigiToys

and Freiwald Software for patent infringement. Exs. E & F. He faxed cease and

desist letters to both competitors, and included all then-issued patents. Exs. G & H

(without 3 patents, totaling 90 pages, which were also faxed with the demand

letters). Although the cease and desist letters accused DigiToys and Freiwald

Software ofeach infringing two claims from two patents, the lawsuits which

Katzer filed asserted all 342 claims from all three issued patents. Ex. E at 2; Ex. F

at 3. The lawsuit against DigiToys did not name DigiToys' owner, Hans Tanner,

whom Katzer knew personally, but Tanner's wife, Mireille, as the defendant. Ex.

E at 1. The lawsuit against Freiwald Software also named a Freiwald Software

distributor, Ex. F at 1, which soon after dropped Freiwald Software products and

became a Katzer distributor. Katzer dismissed the lawsuits after receiving a letter

from DigiToys, identifying various prior art, including the accused DigiToys

software, which Katzer had known had existed more than one year before Katzer's

first patent application was filed, but that Katzer had either not disclosed or had not

provided references for during prosecution of his patent applications. Exs. I & J

(without attachments).

After his attempt to sue his competitors failed, Katzer selected an easier

target-an individual model railroader, Glen Butcher, who ceded to Katzer's
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demands to cease distribution of his model train control system software. As

Katzer's last main competitor, JMRI was next, and as leader of the JMRI project,

Jacobsen knew he would be the target.

D. Jacobsen Files Declaratory Judgment Action; Katzer Continues His
Accusations

In March 2006, Jacobsen filed his original complaint, which included three

declaratory judgment causes ofaction-unenforceability, invalidity, and non-

infringement. Although Katzer had accused him of infringing multiple

unidentified Katzer patents, Jacobsen listed only the one that had been specifically

identified, the '329 patent.

In early proceedings, Katzer and his attorneys continued to accuse Jacobsen

of infringing multiple unidentified Katzer patents.3 Katzer and Russell also stated

their FOIA request was sent in preparation for a lawsuit, contemplated in good

3 Declaration of Matthew Katzer in Support of Special Motion to Strike [Docket
#13] [hereinafter Katzer anti-SLAPP Decl.] ~ 5 (".. .infringing KAM's patents."), ~
7 ("... infringement ofKAM's patents."); Defendants' Matthew Katzer and
KAMIND Associates, Inc. Special Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Libel Claim under
Cal. Civ. Pro. Code § 425.16 [Docket #29] at 5, l. 7 ("KAM believes that certain
JMRI software infringes on KAM patents."), at 8, II. 21-22 ("... to alert the DOE
that the JMRI project was infringing on KAM patents.") (emphasis added in all).
Through 2006 to 2008, Katzer peppered Jacobsen with accusations of infringing
multiple unidentified Katzer patents. See, for example, a joint case management
statement, in which Katzer continued to accuse Jacobsen of infringing patents
through April 2008, after he disclaimed the '329 patent. The relevant pages are in
Exhibit K.
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faith, for infringement of the Katzer patents.4 They made repeated statements that

their charges ofpatent infringement had been made in good faith, and that they

actually had a basis for those beliefs. Indeed, when they successfully struck a

claim in Jacobsen's original complaint using an anti-SLAPP procedure, they did so

by convincing the district court that they were engaging in prelitigation activity

that was protected by the First Amendment. Ex. L (Order Granting Defendants'

Motions to Dismiss and Special Motions to Strike [Docket # Ill]) at 9-12.

E. Katzer Defies Court Order to Disclose Patent Positions-He Disclaims and
Moves to Dismiss Patent Declaratory Judgment Actions for Mootness

When the time came to demonstrate that Katzer actually had a good faith

basis for accusing Jacobsen of infringement, Katzer disclaimed the '329 patent,S

and then moved to dismiss the three patent declaratory judgment causes of action.

4 Katzer anti-SLAPP Decl. at 3; Declaration of Kevin Russell in Support of Special
Motion to Strike [Docket # 25] [hereinafter Russell anti-SLAPP Decl.] at 2. The
relevant pages are in Exhibit K.
5 In a public order, Magistrate Judge Elizabeth Laporte, who was conducting
settlement talks between Jacobsen and Katzer, ordered Katzer to disclose his claim
construction, infringement, validity, and enforceability positions. Although in its
January 5, 2009 order, the district court stated that this order was directed to both
parties, the order was in fact directed only to Katzer, since Jacobsen had made his
disclosure more than a year before. Compare Katzer's Mot. to Transfer, Ex. A
(January 5, 2009 order) at 5 with Ex M (Judge Laporte's settlement conference
order). Katzer had promised three months earlier to make the disclosures, but then
chose not to. With the Judge Laporte's order, Katzer had until January 31,2008 to
make the disclosures. One day after missing the court-ordered deadline, Katzer
first covenanted not to sue, and then disclaimed the '329 patent, the one patent that
Jacobsen had identified. This district court described this as "voluntary" conduct.
Mot. to Transfer, Ex. A at 5:
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Since discovery had not opened, Jacobsen sought early discovery to identify the

multiple unidentified patents that Katzer had a purported good faith belief that

Jacobsen infringed, so that Jacobsen could expand his declaratory judgment action

to include them. Ex. N (Mot. for Limited Early Discovery [Docket #207]). The

district court denied Jacobsen's motion. Ex. 0 (Order [Docket #212]).

F. Jacobsen Seeks Expansion ofDeclaratorv Judgment Actions to Other Katzer
Patents, But District Court Declines Jurisdiction

A few days later, this Court issued its ruling in Micron Technology, Inc. v.

MOSAID Technologies, Inc., 518 F3d 897 (Fed. Cir. 2008), which permitted a

declaratory judgment action even though the patent holder had not sent any cease

and desist letters to the accused infringer for several years. The declaratory

judgment action in that case also included patents that had issued after the last

cease and desist letter. Jacobsen argued that the district court had declaratory

judgment jurisdiction over all issued Katzer patents, per Micron, and he sought to

amend his complaint to include all remaining Katzer patents.

Like the accused infringer in Micron. Jacobsen had dealt with an

increasingly belligerent patent holder-here, through the cease and desist letters,

invoices with interest, and the FOIA request. Jacobsen was Katzer's last major

competitor. Katzer's practice was to accuse a competitor of infringing one or two

claims, and then to file suit asserting all claims from all issued patents. Katzer's
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increase in his license fee suggested that Katzer had found other claims to assert

against Jacobsen. Jacobsen continues to release the same accused software, and

improvements, as he did prior to Katzer and Katzer's attorneys' charges of

infringement. He has withheld further improvements out of a concern ofadditional

accusations of patent infringement and the prospect of receiving 6-figure bills that

would be sent to his home and to his employer.

Presented with these facts, the district court ruled:

there is nothing in the record to support the position that there is a
substantial controversy between the parties to merit retaining jurisdiction
over the declaratory claim. Defendants maintain they have no intent to sue
Jacobsen over alternate patents and any determination regarding patents not
yet in suit would render the Court's opinion merely, and impermissibly,
advisory. See Micron Technology, Inc. v. Mosaid Technologies,
Inc" 518 F.3d 897, 901-02 (Fed. Cir. 2008).

Order at 5. The court therefore dismissed the patent claims without leave to

amend.6

Jacobsen intends to appeal this order when final judgment is entered. In the

meantime, Jacobsen has taken this appeal from the district court's order denying

his motion for preliminary injunction. If granted, this injunction would bar Katzer

and K.AMIND from infringing Jacobsen's copyright and committing DMCA

violations.

6 Though the court's opinion stated that Katzer has disavowed any' intention
to sue on the patents he has not disclaimed, Katzer has not bound himself not
to assert such p~tents. He has filed no covenant not to sue or statement of
non-liability. He has not disclaimed the 12 remaining Katzer patents.
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v. Argument

A. The District Court's Jurisdiction is Based on Sec. 1338, Thus This Court
Has Exclusive Jurisdiction ofAppeal

This Court has jurisdiction to hear this appeal, despite Katzer's arguments to

the contrary. Over Jacobsen's objections and with neither a statement of non-

liability nor a covenant not to sue from Katzer, the district court has dismissed for

mootness three patent declaratory judgment causes of action because Katzer

disclaimed two' of 14 asserted patents. This order is not appealable until final

judgment and importantly, until final judgment, the district court retains

jurisdiction of the patent claims, which are subject to motions for reconsideration.

At the same time, the district court denied Jacobsen's motion for preliminary

injunction to enjoin Katzer's copyright infringement and DMCA violations. This

order is appealable, and this Court is the proper venue.

This Court has jurisdiction over an appeal if it would have jurisdiction of the

case at final judgment. Final judgment has not been entered, and likely will not be

entered for another two years. However, a denial of a preliminary injunction falls

in the class of interlocutory orders that is immediately appealable. 28 U.S.C. §

'The second disclaimed patent is U.S. Patent No. 7,177,733, which is invalid for
Sec. 101 double patenting over U.S. Patent No. 6,909,945. In his Second
Amended Complaint, Jacobsen had identified Katzer's pattern of seeking identical
patents through submitting the same claims as issued in earlier patents or filed with
earlier patent applications. Katzer disclaimed the '733 patent at the same time he
disclaimed the '329 patent.
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1292(a)(l). This Court has exclusive jurisdiction "ofan appeal from an

interlocutory order ... described in subsection (a) ... of this section in any case

over which the court would have jurisdiction of an appeal under section 1295 of

this title ...." Id. § 1292(c)(l). Section 1295 states that this Court:

shall have exclusive jurisdiction ... ofan appeal from a final decision
of a district court ofthe United States ... if the jurisdiction of that
court was based, in whole or in part, on section 1338 of this title,
except that a case involving a claim arising under any Act of Congress
relating to copyrights, exclusive rights in mask works, or trademarks
and no other claims under section 1338(a) shall be governed by
sections 1291, 1292, and 1294 of this title ....

Id. § 1295(a)(l).

Because Jacobsen's complaint arises under U.S. patent law, this Court has

appellate jurisdiction over both patent and non-patent claims at final judgment.

Holmes Group, Inc. v. Vornado Air Circulation Sys., 535 U.S. 826,829-30 (2002).

Under 28 U.S.C. Sec. 1292(a)(l), this Court therefore has jurisdiction over

Jacobsen's appeal from denial of a motion for preliminary injunction, though not

yet over the district court's ruling dismissing Jacobsen's patent causes of action.

See La Reunion Arienne v. Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, 533 F.3d

837, 842 (D.C. Cir. 2008) ("standing is not an issue that falls within the collateral

order exception to the finality rule", but finding the exception existed when a

motion to dismiss for immunity had been denied). When the patent claims are

appealed at final judgment, this Court "has inherent jurisdiction to determine its
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own jurisdiction." C.R. Bard, Inc. v. Schwartz, 716 F.2d 874,877 (Fed. Cir.

1984). The precedent that Katzer relies upon demonstrates the principle that, on

final judgment, appellate review is available to detennine if the district court erred

in ruling that it lacked jurisdiction. Otherwise, a ruling from a district court,

granting or denying a motion to dismiss for lack ofjurisdiction, would detennine

the jurisdiction of this Court, "an absurd result". C.R. Bard, 716 at 877.8

Katzer nevertheless argues that this Court now lacks jurisdiction because the

district court's order, dismissing the patent causes of action, amended Jacobsen's

complaint. This argument is flawed in several respects.

8 This Court also has jurisdiction under Section 1295 based on other causes of
action. In 2006, the district court has dismissed an antitrust claim which was based
on Walker Process fraud and sham litigation involving the Katzer patents. Ex. M
(October 20,2006 Order) at 3-5. The district court granted an anti-SLAPP motion
in which Katzer claimed his prelitigation activities were legitimate exercises ofhis
First Amendment rights, and awarded more than $30,000 to Katzer's counsel. Id.
at 9-14. The district court did not consider Jacobsen's arguments that Katzer's
activities were sham litigation which thus fell outside of First Amendment
protection. Cf. Catch Curve, Inc. v. Venali, Inc., 519 F. Supp. 2d 1028, 1040,
(C.D. Cal. 2007) (denying anti-SLAPP motion because ofpossibility that
prelitigation activity was sham litigation, unprotected by the First Amendment).
Whether sham litigation or Walker Process fraud defeat First Amendment
protection requires the construction of patent laws, which invokes the Federal
Circuit's exclusive jurisdiction under Sec. 1295. See Biotechnology Indus. Org. v.
District ofColumbia, 496 F.3d 1362, 1368-69 (Fed. Cir. 2007). These orders will
merge on final judgment, permitting Jacobsen to appeal. See Invitrogen Corp. V.

Clontech Labs., Inc., 429 F.3d 1052, 1069 (Fed. Cir. 2005).
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B. Neither the District Court Nor Jacobsen Amended the Complaint to Remove
the Patent Causes of Action

Most fundamentally, the district court did not amend Jacobsen's complaint.

It declined to exercise jurisdiction over the patent claims in it. Katzer cites no

authority holding that entry of such an order strips this Court ofjurisdiction. Two

of the three cases9 which Katzer relies upon, Nilssen v. Motorola, Inc., 203 F.3d

782,785 (Fed. Cir. 2000), and Gronholz v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 836 F.2d 515,

519 (Fed. Cir. 1987), both involve plaintiffs who effectively amended their

complaints through voluntary dismissals under Rule 41. These cases therefore are

consistent with the rule of Holmes v. Vomado that the plaintiff is master of both

the complaint and the appellate path the complaint takes. Here, there have been no

voluntary Rule 41 dismissals. Thus, Nilssen and Gronholz have nothing to do with

this case.

The district court's order confirms that Katzer's amendment analogy is

legally unsound. Jacobsen argued that assertion ofjurisdiction over the referenced

but unidentified patents serves the objectives of the Declaratory Judgment Act as

this Court has defined them for purposes of patent cases. Katzer no doubt

disagrees with this view. There can be no disagreement, however, that the district.

9 The third case is Chamberlain Group, Inc. v. Skylink Technologies, Inc., 381
F.3d 1178 (Fed. Cir. 2004), which is also inapplicable, as discussed in further
detail later in this Response.
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court ruled on this point and construed this Court's Micron precedent in doing so.

That is not an amendment.

C. On Final Judgment, This Court Has Exclusive Jurisdiction

Although this aspect of the January 5,2009 order is not final, and thus, not

appealable at present, the patent declaratory judgment causes ofaction are a

sufficient basis for this Court's continued jurisdiction over this appeal. Until final

judgment, the district court retains jurisdiction of the patent claims to hear motions

for reconsideration. Adopting Katzer's argument implies either (a) when the

district court's ripeness ruling is itself ripe for appeal, the Ninth Circuit should rule

on the district court's application of this Court's patent precedents or (b) this case

will be subject to "a perpetual game ofjurisdictional ping-pong", Holmes Group,

535 U.S. at 838 n.3 (Stevens, J., concurring in part and concurring in judgment),

between the circuits. That result is inconsistent with Holmes v. Vomado, judicial

efficiency, and common sense.

Also flawed is Katzer's use of the "without prejudice"/"with prejudice"

distinction as it relates to dismissals based on a lack ofjurisdiction. Katzer argues

that no dismissal for lack ofjurisdiction may be "with prejudice" because a court

without jurisdiction "necessarily" has no power to resolve the merits of a claim.

Mot. to Transfer at 8. This is incorrect as a matter of law. Cf. Sicom Sys., Ltd. v.
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Agilent Techs., Inc., 427 F.3d 971,980 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (affirming dismissal with

prejudice for lack of standing).

Setting aside this distinction, it is not clear from the district court's order that

it ruled that it had no jurisdiction. The district court's order holds that the record

did not demonstrate a "substantial controversy between the parties to merit

retaining jurisdiction over the declaratory claim." Mot. to Transfer, Ex. A at 5.

The reference to whether the facts "merit[ed]" retaining jurisdiction implies that

the court exercised its discretion under the Declaratory Judgment Act not to

entertain a claim over which it had jurisdiction. ~,Micron Tech., Inc. v.

MOSAID Techs., Inc., 518 F.3d 897, 902 (Fed. Cir. 2008). On this reading, the

order raises the question whether the court properly exercised its power, not

whether it had power to exercise.

Even construing the ruling as jurisdictional, Katzer's argument goes too far.

If it were accepted, this Court would never have jurisdiction over a district court's

decision that a declaratory judgment claim was unripe. This reasoning is plainly

contrary to 28 V.S.C Sec. 1295 and this Court's precedent. By Katzer's reasoning,

a district court which ruled that it lacked jurisdiction, would not have jurisdiction

to dismiss the claim with prejudice even if the court claimed to do so.

Equally problematic is Katzer's claim that this Court lacks jurisdiction

because Jacobsen could re-file his complaint, though he may not amend it. That
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distinction is pointless, and the course of litigation it implies would be wasteful, if

pursued. The district court considered and rejected Jacobsen'8 claims with regard

to Katzer's referenced but unidentified patents. If Jacobsen re-filed his complaint

in the Northern District of California, the complaint likely would be assigned to the

same district court. N.D. Cal. R. 3.3(c). The district court would likely make the

same ruling. Under Katzer's reasoning, if a decision on claims arising under patent

laws was "without prejudice", it could conceivably prevent this Court from ever

having jurisdiction, a result flatly at odds with C.R. Bard, 716 F.2d at 877. Even

the precedent that Katzer relies upon in his motion is contrary to Katzer's

reasonmg.

D. Katzer's Authorities Are Not Applicable

Finally, four important points distinguish Nilssen, Gronholz, and

Chamberlain Group. First, as noted earlier, in each of these cases, the parties

voluntarily dismissed claims under Rule 41 10
• Chamberlain Group, 381 F.3d at

1188-89; Nilssen, 203 F.3d at 783; Gronholz, 836 F.2d at 516. Here, in contrast,

this district court dismissed claims over Jacobsen's objections and construed this

Court's Micron precedent in doing so. When a party objects to a dismissal, the

10 The district court in Chamberlain Group also dismissed a claim under Rule
12(b)(6) without prejudice, but subject to a condition subsequent that later
occurred. 381 F.3d at 1188-89. The Federal Circuit determined that this resulted
in the claim being dismissed with prejudice. Id.
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Federal Circuit retains jurisdiction to hear that party's appeal of the dismissal,

whether or not the dismissal was made with or without prejudice. ~,Avocent

Huntsville Corn. v. Aten Int'l Co., 552 FJd 1324 (Fed. Cir. 2008); Breed v.

Hughes Aircraft Co., 253 F.3d 1173, 1177-1780 (9th Cir. 2001) (transferring case

to the Federal Circuit based on involuntary dismissal of patent-related claims, after

finding that Gronholz did not apply); Bonneville Associates v. United States, 43

FJd 649 (Fed. Cir. 1994), Pasteurv. United States, 814 FJd 624 (Fed. Cir. 1987).

But see Chamberlain Group, 381 FJd at 1180-90.

Second, in Nilssen, Gronholz, and Chamberlain Group, the claims were

appealed after the district court entered final judgment. Chamberlain Group, at 381

F.3d at 1188; Nilssen, 203 F.3d at 783; Gronholz, 836 F.2d at 516. Here, the

appeal of an order denying an injunction is a permitted interlocutory appeal. Since

final judgment has not been entered, Jacobsen may seek reconsideration of the

district court's order ifnew developments in declaratory judgment law arise. N.D.

Cal. Civ. R. 7-9(b)(2). II The district court retains jurisdiction to vacate or reverse

its earlier order.

II Indeed, the district court relied on Katzer's interpretation of Benitec Australia,
Ltd. v. Nucleonics, Inc., 495 F.3d 1340 (Fed. Cir. 2007) and Super Sack Mfg.
Corp. v. Chase Packaging Corp., 57 F.3d 1054 (Fed. Cir. 1995), which Jacobsen
had argued were inapplicable to the facts of this case. After the district court ruled,
this Court issued its ruling in Revolution Eyewear, Inc. v. Aspex Eyewear, Inc.,_
F.3d_, No. 2008-1050 (Fed. Cir. Feb. 13,2009), which discusses and
distinguishes Benitec and Super Sack.
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Third, Jacobsen intends to appeal the adverse rulings related to claims

arising in patent law, although he cannot now. Therefore, there will be no question

that this Court has jurisdiction. This case is unlike Chamberlain Group. There,

this Court exercised jurisdiction over an appeal from a final judgment in a case in

which the patent holder was able to, but voluntarily declined to, appeal the patent

causes of action, which had been dismissed under Rule 12(b)(6) or voluntarily

dismissed under Rule 41. Chamberlain Group, 381 F.3d at 1188.

Finally, unlike the case where a plaintiff amends a complaint, the district

court's order on Jacobsen's patent claims does not leave the parties in the position

they were in before those claims had been filed. The district court has considered

Jacobsen's ripeness arguments and his interpretation of Micron and rejected them.

Absent intervening changes in law or facts, it would be pointless and a waste of

judicial time for Jacobsen to assert those arguments in a new filing. Katzer's

suggestion that Jacobsen do so is fanciful, at best. The district court's order

therefore does not leave the parties "in the same legal position with respect to the

patent claims as if they had never been filed." Nilssen, 203 F.3d at 785. Instead,

that ruling "altered the legal status of the parties with respect to" Jacobsen's patent

claims. This Court therefore "retain[s] appellate jurisdiction over all pendent

claims in the complaint." Chamberlain Group, 381 F.3d at 1190.
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Thus the cases Katzer relies on, which state an exception to the rule that the

operative complaint determines the Federal Circuit's jurisdiction, do not divest the

Court ofjurisdiction here. Instead, the rule, as stated in 28 U.S.C. Sec. 1292 and

Sec. 1295, and in Holmes v. Vornado, governs.

Because the operative complaint has claims based on patent law, and the

district court has earlier ruled on claims based on patent law, this Court has

exclusive jurisdiction of this appeal.

VI. Summary
For the foregoing reasons, Katzer and KAMIND Associates' motion to

transfer venue should be denied. In the alternative, Jacobsen asks this Court to be

permitted to amend his notice of appeal to include the order granting Katzer and

KAMIND Associates' motion for mootness.

Respectfully submitted,

DATED: March 23,2009

By W~a~~
Victoria K. Hall
LAW OFFICE OF VICTORIA K. HALL
3 Bethesda Metro Suite 700
Bethesda MD 20814

Telephone: 301-280-5925
Facsimile: 240-536-9142
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~fi/ia23i ~Of
Date

serving with Judge Richard Linn from June-August 2002.

I1~A/~-<:..-

Wto£i:JfK~Sf;/fU-
Printed name of counsel
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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT
2009-1221

ROBERT JACOBSEN,

Plaintiff-Appellant,

v.

MATTHEW KATZER
and KAMIND ASSOCIATES (doing business as KAM Industries),

Defendants-Appellees.

Appeal from the United States District Court for the Northern District of
California in Case No. 06-CV-1905, Judge Jeffrey S. White

Declaration of Victoria K. Hall, counsel for Appellant Robert Jacobsen, in
Support of Jacobsen's Response to Appellees Matthew Katzer and

KAMIND Associates, Inc.'s Motion to Transfer

I, VICTORIA K. HALL, hereby declare:

1. I am an attorney at law licensed to practice before all Maryland,

District of Columbia, and California courts and am a member of the

bar ofthis Court. I am the attorney of record for Plaintiff-Appellant in

this action. I state all facts herein are of my own firsthand personal

knowledge, and if called as a witness, I could and would competently

testify thereto.

2. The attached Exhibits are true and correct copies of documents filed

with the district court.

3. Exhibit A includes a true and correct a chart of the Katzer patents as

of mid-October 2007. Several continuation applications were filed in

late October 2007. None have issued. By way of showing the close



relationship between patent claim, attached is a true and correct

comparison between claim 1 of U.S. Patent 6,530,329 and claim 1 of

U.S. Patent No. 6,827,023.

4. Exhibit B contains true and correct copies of letters between Matthew

Katzer, by way of his counsel Kevin L. Russell, and Robert Jacobsen.

5. Exhibit C is true and correct copy of a portion of the FOIA request

that Matthew Katzer sent, by way of his counsel Kevin L. Russell, to

the U.S. Department of Energy.

6. Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of a portion of a declaration from

Robert Jacobsen, and an Exhibit M which was included with that

declaration.

7. Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of a lawsuit between Matthew

Katzer and DigiToys.

8. Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of a lawsuit between Matthew

Katzer and Freiwald Software.

9. Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of a demand letter sent from

Matthew Katzer, by way of his counsel Kevin L. Russell, to Mireille

Tanner of DigiToys.

IO.Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of a demand letter send from

Matthew Katzer, by way of his counsel Kevin L. Russell, to Freiwald

Software.

11. Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of a declaration by Hans Tanner,

owner of DigiToys.

I2.Exhibit J is a true and correct copy of a letter from Hans Tanner to

Kevin L. Russell.

I3.Exhibit K contains true and correct copies of portions of Katzer's and

Russell's filings, and a portion ofajoint case management statement.

2



14.Exhibit L is a true and correct copy of the district court's October 20,

2006 order.

15.Exhibit M is a true and correct copy of an order from Magistrate

Judge Laporte, ordering Katzer to make patent disclosures.

16.Exhibit N is a true and correct copy of Jacobsen's motion for early

discovery.

17.Exhibit 0 is a true and correct copy of the district court's order,

denying Jacobsen's motion for early discovery.

I declare under the penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of

Maryland that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed this 23th day

ofMarch, 2009, in Rockville, Maryland.

DATED: March 23, 2009

By JI~?t?~
Victoria K. Hall, Esq. (SBN 240702)
LAW OFFICE OF VICTORIA K. HALL
3 Bethesda Metro Suite 700
Bethesda MD 20814

Telephone: 301-280-5925
Facsimile: 240-536-9142

ATIORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF/APPELLANT

3
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Katzer U.S. Patents & Applications
Patent applications, their continuation applications, and issued patents.

09/541,926
Filed 413/2000
Issued Snl2001
Pat. No. 6,270,040

•
09/858,297
Filed 5115/2001
Issued 12117/2002
Pat. No. 6,494,408

~
10/226,040
Filed 8/21/2002
Issued 3/912004
Pat. No. 6,702,235

~
10n05,416
Filed 11/10/2003
Issued 411212005
Pat. No. 6,877,699

•
10/976,227
Filed 10/26/2004
Issued 5/15/2007
Pat. No. 7,216,836

•
11/592,784
Filed 11/3/2006

60/626,683
Filed 11/10/2004
60/628,765
Filed 11/16/2004
60/634,884
Filed 1218/2004

!
111266,772
Filed 11/212005

09/104,461
Filed 6/24/199S;
Issued 5/23/2000
Pat. No. 6,065,406

09/550,904 09/311,936
Filed 4/17/2000; Filed 5/14/1999;
Issued 7/31/2001 Issued 1/13/2004
Pat. No. 6,267,061 Pat. No. 6,676,089

• 1
09/858,222 10/713,476
Filed 5/15/2001;
Issued 10/8/2002

Filed 11114/2003;

Pat. No. 6,460,467
Issued 6/21/2005
Pat. No. 6,909,945

..I.
1

10/124,878
Filed 4/17/2002; Patent- 10/989,815

Issued 3/11/2003 in-suit Filed 11/16/2004;

Pat. No. 6,530,329 Issued 2113/2007

.. Pat. No. 7,177,733

10/340,522 •
Filed 1110/2003; 11/375,794

Issued 1m12004 Filed 3/14/2006;

Pat. No. 6,827,023 Issued 4/24/2007

• Pat. No. 7,209,812

10/889,995
, •

Filed 7113/2004 11/593,770 11/607,233

ABANDONED Filed 11n/2006 Filed 1211/2006

Effective filing dates and terminal disclaimers are not shown.



Exhibit A

'329 '023
1. A method ofoperating a digitally 1. A method of operating a digitally
controlled model railroad comprising the controlled model railroad comprising the
steps of: steDs of:
(a) transmitting a first command from a (a) transmitting a first command from a
first program to an interface; first program to an interface wherein said

first program resides on a first device and
said interface resides on a second device;

(b) transmitting a second command from a (b) transmitting a second command from a
second program to said interface; and second program to said interface. wherein

said second program resides on a third
device; and

(c) sending third and fourth commands (c) sending third and fourth commands
from said interface representative of said from said interface representative of said
first and second commands, respectively, to first and second commands, respectively, to
a digital command station. a digital command station. wherein said

dil.!ital command station is a fourth device.
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•DDoIs E. Ssaan
·a-aD. NcCAJlIC
• DcIu&D B. HAam
·j.PaaSwm
•'MuMM 0. GIl«
•MuaJ. t.bIurr
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• IC'Mc L RulIIu.

uwomca
CfmNOFF, VIlJfAU~McCwNO & SnNZn, UP

IImwcNu..PIllIIm Lt.w
~ 'AnHr.1IwIoMa, c:c...arr

- UNr.CowmIDtNAnua

lGOOODSbe
601 S.W SIalMDAIIDa
~. 0tBDN97204-JI'7
'DuMM:~r·56il

fllX: 50).228-4373

March 8, 200S

'1'111 A.l.DM;
'Xl8r1tolaA

..... 1C.1.alowD
'5amC.~

•SlMll D.1'lm!RDD

.~'AmrrA11'C8Ift
"~Uwt_D.C."

CERTIFIED MAIL
Return Receipt Requested

Mr. Roben G. Jacobsen
1927 Marin Avenue
Berkeley. CA 94707M 2407

Rc: Kam Industrics' U.S. Patent No. 6,530.329 B2
Our File N9~: 7431.0081

DearMr. Jacobsen~

We represent KAM Industries (uKAM") with respect to their intellectual property
matters. KAM is the owner qfU.S. Patent No. 6.530,329 82, issued March I I, 2003, ncopy of
which is enclosed herewith tor your convenience.

Our preliminary analysis of the JMRI software indicates that it currently includes several
separate diStinct programs (e.g.• interfl\CC instances). namely. Throttle, PanelPro, DecoderPro,
and Loco Tools. Each of these programs appears to be a separatc Java application instance thal
may berun"llimullaneoJ,lSlyoil Beo.inpUt«. Duringopmtion ofthe JMRI software programs, our
analysis indicates that the software includes the functionality to communicate over a TCPIIP
connection with an installe4 JMRlserver. The: JMRl ~c:r in tum communicates with a
command station for a model railroad. Our analysis further indicates that the JMRI server is
c:apable ofreceiving commands ltom all of the java application instances and then the commands
are fonvarded to the command station. and likewise retrieving commands from the command
station and providing them to the conapondmg separate Java application instance.



Mr. Robert G. Jacobsen
March 9.2005
Page Two

Claim 1 ofU.S. Patent No. 6,530,329 claims a method ofoperating a digitally controlled
model railroad comprising the steps of: (a) transmitting a first command from a first program to
aninterfaec; (b) transmitting a second command from a second program to said interface; and (c)
sending third and fourth commands from said interface representative of said first and second
commands, respectively, to a digital command station.

It is our opinion that the JRMJ software may infringe claim I of the '329 patent.

By way ofassistance. in order to avoid further infiingemcnt of claim 1 of the •329 patent,
I would suggest rewriting all ofthe Java application instances in a single instance where IMRI
instance manager can only satisfy one creation request.

KAM clDTently has an active licensing program for each copy of infringing software
downloaded or otherwise installed on a computer at $19 per copy. KAM would be interested in
licensing its patent rights to the lRMI software.

Please provide us with a response within 10 days.

Sincerely,

~-
KeVIn L. Russell

KLR:kk
Enclosure



March 29 2005

Mr Kevin Russell
Chernoff, Vilhauer, McClung

& Stenzel, LLP
1600 ODS Tower
601 S. W. Second Ave
Portland, Oregon, 97204-3157

Dear Mr. Russell:

....----.._..-_~ Bob Jacobsen

JMRI Project
1927 Marin Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94707·2407

Jmri@pacbell.net

The JMRI project is committed to the appropriate and legal use of intellectual property, both ours and that
belonging to others.

In response to your letter of March 8, 2005, we have examined the JMRI code in the light of your
statements. We were unable to locate any functionality that infringes on valid claims in U.S, Patent
6,530,329 B2.

We request that you provide us with the results of your preliminary analysis of the JMRI software in
sufficient detail that we can detennine how best to proceed. It would be most helpful if you could indicate
the particular software modules that you think infringe. For your reference, the entire software source code
is available at http://sourceforge.netlprojects/jmri and additional design documentation is available via
htt,p:lljrnri.sourceforge.nel.

We look forward to resolving this.

Sincerely,

Bob Jacobsen



• ,1toaII1. -VIuIAua,J&.
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August 24, 200S

• Til A.laIci
• KulTIDHus

• I!IIJcIlA It lSiMID
•Sus.vt D. PrraIfoD

•J. DauGw WBu

CERTIFIED MAIL
Return Rese!pt Reqpested

Mr. Robert Jacobsen
1927 Martin Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94707·2407

Dear Mr. Jacobsen:

oar me No.: 7431.0081

•

In response to your letter ofMarch 29. 2005 we appreciate your admowledgement ofthe
need to respect the intellectual propertyof~

The JMRlsoftware that youdistn'bute on your website continues to ioJiiDge U.S. Patent
No. 6,530.329 82. In particular. claim 1claims traDsmitttng a rust command from a first
program to an interface; transmitting a second command from a second program to the interface,
and sending third and fourth commands mm the interface representative oftbe first and second
commands, respectively to a digital command station.

In essence. claim I provides patent pmtection for when at least two programs provide
commands to the interface which are in tum provided to a digital command station. This
technology is proprietary to KAM.

Our analysis ofyour existing implementation ofthe JMRJ software indicates that it
includes several distinct programs (e;g•• interrace instances) which communicate over a TCPIIP
connection with an'wta11¢ JMRlsc::rver' The JMRt server in tum Communicates with a
command station for a model railroad. tnaddmellt our analysis indicates that the JMRI server is
capable ofreceiving commands &om allofthe Java application instances.

In order to avoid further infiing~ent, you will need to modifY the JMRl software so that
it is a single program. You will need to include controls to ensure that only one single program
is running and capable ofproviding commands to the model railroad. Ifyou want to execute
another program you will need to terminate the current program prior to starting the other
program.

____.__ _ __. • •• H ._~._._._.. _. __• ... -_.-.-----_.. - ..-..



Mr. Matthew A. Katzer
August 24, 200S
Page Two

We are in the process offurther reviewing the JMRJ software with respect to other
patents owned by KAM. These patents are avaimble at www.USPto.gov.

Once you have completed these changes, please send me a copy ofthe software
distributim.:t on CD..ROM So ~'we may confinn that the code no longer infringes U.S. Patent
No. 6,530,329.

In a posting by you on June 14, 200S to dcc-eg-tech@yahoogroups.com you admitted that
you have provided the user community over 7,000 copies oftbe infringing JMRJ software. The
current software patent licensing fee ftom KAM is 529 per copy.

Could you please provide me with an accounting ofall copies of the infringing JMRl
software that has been distributed; downloaded, or otherwise made available in any fashion? For
the admitted 7,000 copics ofthe infiingiDg JMRl software I have included an invoice from
KAMIND Associates, Inc.jn the amount of$203.000.00 cmrently owed by you to KAMIND
Associates, Inc. Ifyou require account information so that you can wire the amount to their bank
account, please let me know.

Another potential design·forfi.tture non-infrlngiDg software would involve removing the
existing~cations interface.ofthe JMRIsoftware, adding an interface to KAM's Open
XML interface, and requiring user's to purchase a copy oftrain server from KAM at 529 per
copy. Once such a program has been developed we would be willing to provide you with an
indication ofwbetber it would infringe any ofKAM's intellectual property rights.

please provide us with your assurartces thatlhe 1MRI software no longer infringes and
confinn the payment within 1Sdays.

Best,

Kevin L. Russell

KLR:kk
Enclosme

.....__...._-----



88/18/2885 17:88 583-291-1221 KAMIND PAGE 82

""'JW' KAMINO Associates, Inc
2373 NW 1861hAve
HIIsboro. OR 9712-4
(503) 291-1221
(603) 281 1221

Transaction #:
Account#:
Page:
Dvte:
Time:
C8shllr:
Reg_rlt.

Sales Receipt
40
0010008
10f1
8I18Q005
4:47:03 PM
MK
1

Bill To: BobJacobson
1827 Martin Ave
Borlcoloy, CA 04707 2407

Ship To: Bob Jacoblson
1m Martin Ave
BOfkeIey, CA 94707~7

_~~"""~_!'f
Ttain88rVerUc Train ServerSIngle User 7000 $29.00 529.00 $203,000.00

Thank~ for yourorder. All payments net 30
All returns eUbJectto 20% restoelClng fee

t.5 manlhl1 f1nDIJGC chaI;o unpaid balance
h1fp'J/IINNIJcBmind.com
KAMlNO Assoclates, Inc

-.Pl!i~~=~iiii~~O:C:::
~~"~~m:I~Uf::uiit~_.

Sub Total $203,000.00
Sales T8lC $0.00

Total $203,000.00

Store Account $203,OOO.UO
Previous Balance $0.00

New Bollllnoo $203,000.00

Change Due $0.00

----------- .. _--



, jACOl E. Vll.HAUD. ja.
• D~1lti Eo Sn:NZIlL
, CH.wa D. McCwKc;
, DoIWD B. IWlm
'j. PmaSwus
•WIwAw O. GI!NY
'NNfC'fJ. MoIIAIn
, KMN L Itusm.L

DANIa. I! CHDHorr
(1935-1995>

lAwOrRas
CHERNOff, VILHAUER, McCLUNG & STENZEL, LLP

ltrnwc:nw. hofmy lAw
IHcwDDlO PAlVIT.1'tAoacAaIc. COmIGHT

AND UIlPAII CoMmmoN M.ums

1600 ODS Towa
601 S.W SKxltiD AWHile

Poatwto. 08Bl0N 9n01·3"7
TIIDllC»IE:50J,1l7·5631

FAX: '03-228-+373

October 20, 2005

• TIW A. LoNe
'KunRma.Ps

• BWlIIA K. 1.rGwD
•Suwt D. I'ncHfoID

•J. DovGw Wu.u
How L 80NAII

Mr. Bob Jacobson
1927 Martin Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94707-2407

Re: KAMIND Associates, Inc.
Our File No.; 7431.9999

Dear Bob:

Enclosed is an updated Account Statement for your activities with respect to the JMR.I
software.

Please let me know how you would like to arrange a payment schedule for your
outstanding account balance,

Kevin L. Russell

KLR:kk
Enclosure

cc: Mr. Matt Katzer
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0010008
$208,047.96

1111111~llm

Account Statement
Account Number.

salance:

Amount Enc:tosed:
Bob Jacobson

1927 Martin Ave
BArImIAy. CA 94707~407

.KAMIND Associates, Inc
2373 NW 18Sth Ave . .
HDl8boro, OR 97124
(603) 291-1221

PI dItaIdllll/d IIIw:to:ar lap pod/t1tI wilh payment.
_._ _ , ······1·· ·..· .

r:; .

AQ:UU111 NUlnnr;
. Name:

0010008
Bob Jacobson

1927 Marin AW I

Befkeley, CA 947m;-2407

Closing Date:
Credit Urnit
Credit Available:

PrGVtous Balance:
New Charges:
credits I Payments:

1011512005
$0.00
$0.00

S203,OOO.00
$3,047.98

5U.UU

~ __ _.047.88

~.. ~

$2.96

$3.045.00

$2.98

$3,045.00

II ~(~ ....."j. '. '~\

5 .New Charge .
Item: TralnSefV8rUc Train Server Single User

1011512005 10130t2005 FInance Cha~. .

1011EiI2OO5 'OI1:112005AOCO&Il1I~~Q8bMnt
. l1nenC8'011iirue1ldjUament88pt9l1$-10115

....0

Account Receivable Activi
~__~ia

A=ount Number: OD10008 Page 1 aft



• J"COB E. VIlIlAI.'U, Ja.

• O1:<~u E. SnronL
• CHAalL\ D. Mt".(~\:"';

· Do"-'lb B. K..\I.>.n

·J. rl.lU 51."IJ"

• Wn.lWt O. G!:SY

• :iA.~.¥ J. MOIllAR1l

• Kr:Y1~ L 1l\:),U1

O"';'U P. (.H!.'NlIl1'

(1935·199')

Via Express Mail

Mr. Bob Jacobson
1927 Manin Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94707-2407

(JVMSI
!J.wOmcu

CHERNOFF, VILHAUI:Q, McCLUNG & STENZEL, UP
l"InL1r.lUAJ PlOP>tn lAW

IHrL\;QlS(". r"h.N>. TunNAIK. COMlo:MT

,,--II U....II Culortmtt'" t.\Am~

1600 OOS To...n
601 S.\V, S~D A'"COn

I'oIffW<D. O'EGO:I 972(\1.3157
Tlal'tlQHf; 50).227·5631

.."": 503·228·4373

January 3, 2006

• rill A. 1.11'1.

• Ie: II Row:.~

• DaEHSA K. 1J'YWl'
• Sl:~.. D. Pm.HfDllP

.J. o.1t:Q"S \'lfUS

Hol.l.¥ 1_ IlOSAA

• R!r.tSlu,o 1',""" An"JI'n

D." .. S. Fl\E
SI""ll lAII< en...

Re: KAMIND Associates, Inc.
Our File No.: 7431.0081

Dear Boh:

Due to your having nol accepted our Certified Mail of November 23.2005. we enclose
herewith a eopy ofour 1eller of that dale, together with the updated Account Statement (dated
November 16, 2005) for your activities with respect to the JMRI software.

Please let me know how you would like to arrange a payment schedule for your
outstanding account balance.

Sincerely.

Kevin L. Russell

KLR:kk
Enclosures

ce: ~r. Matt Katzer



. , JACe! E. VnH.wn. J~.

• Df\1''' I!. STf.1IZU

• CKW.lS D. McCwNG
• ~8.1iAsl.rn
'J. PnuSWt~
• \\I'Iu_ O. GIm
• N.u;aJ. Moawm
'ICE\'lNLRusuu.

DAIIIn P. CKraNCff

U935·I99S}

L<wOJRCO
CHERNOff. VILHAUER. McCWNG &. STENZIL. LLP

INMUClUAI. hofon Uw
INC1UDl~ r"nNl. TJAllUUdlC. CCPftlGJl(

AWD UllfAlP Cotumnot< MA~

1600 ODS Tav.n
601 S.w. SKot<DA\"t!'lJt

Pom»D. OlllllOl' 97204-:)\ 57
TEUPl<OHt: 5O)'2~7·56l1

FIoX: 503·228-~373

November 23, 2005

, Tile A. I.CI!OG
• KaJI' RoHLPS

, 8_ K. l.!GMa/l
• SUSAN D. P1rCHfOID

, J. Dot.ta.u \\Tau
HowL eo-

DAVID S. FINE
S!NlOt UW Cl.DIt

Our file No.: 7431.0081

CERTIFIED MAlL
Return Receipt Requested

Mr. Robert Jacobsen
1927 Martin Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94707-2407

Dear Mr. Jacobsen:

We have again reviewed your JMRl software and it appears that you have not yet
modified the code in order to no longer infringe KAM's patents, as previously suggested.

We are somewhat perplexed by your non-responsh'eness. We outlined in good faith why
your software infringes, and pursuant to your request, provided a detailed analysis. While you
profess to respect intellectual property, it appears that your continued sale Rnd distribution of the
software without any regard to KAM Industries' intellectual property rights, does not hold this to
be true, We also note that Sourceforge infringe!' as well, by distributing the JMRI software.

Enclosed is an updated invoice.

Please let me know immediately on which day you will cease distributing infringing
software.

Sincerely,
/"

/~ .'

0~'~"
Kevin L. Russell

K.LR:kk
Enclosure
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Account Statement
is:~~·iii;:gf.;:~r::~~i~ KAMIND Associates, Inc

: .2373 NW 185th Ave
HillSboro, OR 97124
(503) 291-1221

Bob Jacobson

Account Number.
Balenee:

Amount Enclosed;

0010008
$209,382.74

1927Martin Ave
Berkeley, CA 94701.2407

Plee. d<t/ach I1IdCItIclosc tDp potfion with payment
.................................................................

. .
111~II~lf~'~/IMilOOI~r

• •••• 0 .

11/1012C0S
$0.00
SO.OO

$206,248.18
$3.134.56

SO.OO

"f.:"" '~

$209,382.74

Clo:ling Ctlto:
Credit limit:
Credit Available:

PreVIous Balance:
NewCharat6:
Credits / Payments:

New Balance:

1927 MarUn Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707·2407

Account Summa~
1 .. ~""'. ~r~:ii~~~S~:~i'~;gfgRii$it~tj~.1Fli:i!ill:gfr~:fi!tHf.H~@.~r::-*p.:'Jrr.!'fiii~~i~:wl;r~!,~~rf.:l1fj:ilr~!4.g.;m:1 .!I.~:mnHi?~~;.I*li~.mr.:

~~---.:.l-__' .. .1_·_ . , __,~r_._:.- ~.~\Ur.' . ·lscrJWm",I')••t.I'......~~'

N.Munt Number. 0010008
Name: Bob JacobSon

~1 11/16/2005 121112005 Flnence Chergc

- ........_.
$203,000.0 $203,000.0

$2.96 $2.96

$20022 $200.22

$3.045.00 $3.045.00

$~,134.SG $3.134.56

. ;-:~::.~.- --~.. _l

111112005 Finance Ch8fgelon712OO5

10/1512005: 1013012005 Finance Charge

DC-53 1011512005 1Q/1512oo5 Account adjustment
Finance charge adjusment sept 9115 -10/15

Account Receivable Activity
c .' lA; • ,," • ,., f .' • ~-;;:.;:~~;:-:'.~.

811812005 911612005 New Charge
Item: TrainServerUe Train server SIngle Usert

I

1FC-47
;FC-52

Account Number: 0010008 Page 1 of1
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DANIEL I! CtmriOff
0935-1995)

lJ.wOmas

CHERNOFF, VILHAUER, McCWNG & SnNZEL, LLP
1H1'eWCJUAL I'aoPmY lJ.w

lHa.uDING PATENT. TRADBWIC, CoPI'IIIGHT
AND Utrrm CoMl'mllON MArnIls
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FOIA Officer
Office ofScience
US. Department ofEnergy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20585

Re: Freedom of Information Act Request for al~ocuments
Related to Patent Infringement, Status, Fuading, Distribution
of CoatributioDs aad MaDagemeat Practices Associated with the
JMRI Project by Berkley Lat?fJ
Our File No.: 7431.0081

Dear FOIA Officer:

This request for documents is made pursuant to the Freedom oflnfonnation Act, S U.S.C.
§§ 552 et seq. This request is made on behalfofKAMIND Associates, Inc. ("KAM") and relates
to infonnation gathered by the Physics Division Berkley Livennore Labs (LAB) regarding their
duties for JMRI project. KAMIND Associates, me. is a small software vendor that has patents
being infringed by the JMRI project sponsored by the LAB.

Please consider documents to include all writings, memoranda, letters, notes, working
papers, minutes ofmeetings, photocopies, data, graphs, charts, photographs, inspection reports,
compliance reports, records, e-mails (sent, received or drafts), digitized voice communications
and any other fonnat of infonnation regarding the JMRl program project (hereafter referred to as
COMMUNCIATIONS).
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t 7. All COMMUNICATIONS between the following Allen Bryne, Ralph Kimball,
Michael Woodman, Graham Plowman, and Jerry Britton. [Emlblt 10, 11, 12)

18. All COMMUNICATIONS about JMRI Royalty payment of$203,000 for KAM
Train Server licenses. [Exhibit 13)

Sincerely,

KLR:kk
Enclosures

cc: KAMIND Associates, Inc.
(w/enclosures)
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Specifically, KAM requests:

1. Funding infonnation from the Department ofEnergy for the JMRI program at the
LAB.

2. All COMMUNCIATIONS about the JMRI program and proceedings from Robert
Jacobsen (LBNL, 1 Cyclotron Rd, MS 50A2160, Berk1eyCa, 94720 email address
Bob Jacocobsen@lbl.govl. [Exhibit 1, 2, 3)

3. Complete financial records and all COMMUNICATIONS from contributions
(PAyPAL) to support the JMRI program. [Exblbit 4, S)

4. Complete financial records verifying that the funds received for Government
project JMRI were deposited in US Treasury.

5. Transcripts ofcommunications (COMMUNCIATIONS) to any JMRI team
members regarding KAM. [Exhibit 6)

6. All COMMUNCIAnONS regarding patent investigation ofKAM. [Exhibit 6)
7. All draft COMMUNCIATIONS to any member ofthe JMRI development

community. There are 18 members as of 10/24,2005. (Exhibit 2]
8. All COMMUNCIATIONS to any member ofthe JMRI_STRATEGY group.

[Exhibit 7)
9. All COMMUNCIATIONS regarding legal opinion on Department ofEnergy

personal at any locations regarding the JMRI activities.
10. All COMMUNCIATIONS from email archives (2000 to present) to any member

on the Yaboo Groups: JMRI DEVELOPERS. [Exhibit 2]
II. All COMMUNCIAnONS from email archives (2000 to present) to any member

on the Yahoo Groups: JMRI STRATEGY. [Exhibit 7]
12. All COMMUNCIATIONS from email archives (2000 to present) to any member

on the Yahoo Groups: JMRI USERS. [Exhibit 8, 9]
13. All COMMUNCIAnONS and logs from Skype 10: JacobsenRG related to JMRl

activities.
14. Copies (and all drafts) of the welcome letter from the LAB by Bob Jacobson to

JMRI members posted on Yahoo groups and or source forge.
IS. All infonnation related to the KAM legal action in federal court.
16. All travel activities that relate to the JMRI activities during July 2001,2002,2003

and 2004 period.
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. Hillsboro, OR 97124
(503) 291-1221

Bob Jacobson

Account Number:
Balance:

Amount Enclosed:

0010008
S206,047.96

Exhibit 13

Please detach and enclose top potfion with payment.
II~IIIIIMI

............................................................... __ .

Account Summary
~ '. ~ ~'~':r ijtmt!lti4i)'k,c':,\.:; q

Account Number:
Name:

0010008
Bob Jacobson

1927 Martin Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707·2407

Closing Date:
Credit Limit:
Credit Available:

Previous Balance:
New Charges:
Credits / Payments:
=====aG============

1011512005
SO.OO
SO.OO

$203,000.00
53,047.96

SO.OO
=========a=========

New Balance: 5206,047.96

$203,000.0 S203,000.0
I

I
$2.961 $2.96

! $3,045.00 $3,045.00

FC47 10/1512005 1013012005 Finance Charge

DC-S3 10/1512005 10/1512005 Account adjustment
Finance charge adjusment Sept 9/15 - 10/15

Account Receivable Activity
- ..&W~!*~F'm@nme~:;Mo.ui"Qiiti.i iDettiili\':!:'{:"!:::E>;.:;.

811812005 9/1612005 New Charge
, Item: TrainServerUc Train Server Single User

Account Number: 0010008 Page 1 of1
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VICTORIA K. HALL (SBN 240702)
LAW OFFICE OF VICTORIA K HALL

2 401 N. Washington St. Suite 550
Rockville MD 20850

3 Victoria@vkhall-Iaw.com
Telephone: 301-738-7677

4 Facsimile: 240-536-9142

5 Attorney for Plaintiff
ROBERT JACOBSEN

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION

No. C-06-1905-JSW

DECLARATION OF ROBERT
JACOBSEN IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS MATTHEW KATZER
AND KAMIND ASSOCIATES, INC.'S
SPECIAL MOTION TO STRIKE
PLAINTIFF'S LIBEL CLAIM

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

ROBERT JACOBSEN,

v.

MATTHEW KATZER, et aI.,

Plaintiff,

Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Courtroom:
Judge:

2, 17th Floor
Hon. Jeffrey S. White

21 I, ROBERT JACOBSEN, have personal knowledge to the facts stated herein and hereby
declare as follows:

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

1. I am a party to this action. I am submitting this Declaration in Opposition to

Defendant Matthew Katzer and KAMIND Associates, Inc,'s Special Motion to Strike Plaintitrs

Libel Claim.

My Background

2. I earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering and Computer

No. C-06-190S-JSW DECLARAliON UF RUBERT JACOBSEN IN UPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS
MATTHEW KATZER AND KAMIND ASSOCIATES, INC.'S SPECIAL

MOllON TO STRIKE PLAINTIFF'S LIBEL CLAIM
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has alluded to this mUltiple times in emails and internet postings. Attached hereto as Exhibit D

2 is a true and correct copy of one example, in which he states "So in essence JMRl, while

3 containing some good ideas from an educational perspective, is not a commercial product ...".

4

5 Russell and Katzer's Letter Writing Campaign and FOIA Request

6 26. In March of 2005, I received a letter from Russell of Chernoff, Vilhauer,

7 McClung & Stenzel LLP. In this letter, Russell expressed his belief that the JMRI software

8 infringed Claim I of US Patent 6,530,329 (the '329 Patent).

9

10

27.

28.

Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of this letter.

I sent a letter in reply on March 29, 2005 that said that I was "unable to locate

II any functionality that infringes on valid claims in U.S, Patent 6,530,329 B2" and requested

12 additional information. Included in the letter was information on how to obtain access to the

13 JMRl code.

14

IS

29.

30.

Attached hereto as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of this letter.

Later. I received a second letter from Mr. Russell dated August 24, 2005, again

16 claiming that the JMRl software infringed the '329 Patent. Included with the letter was a

17 solicitation to pay $203,000 for 7.000 patent licenses.

18

19

31.

32.

Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of this letter.

And again, I received yet a third letter from Russell dated October 20, 2005,

20 which contained another solicitation to buy 7,000 licenses, described as an "updated Account

21 Statement", and requested that I let Russell know how I "would like to arrange a payment

22 schedule for (my) outstanding account balance".

23 33. Attached hereto as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of this letter and its

24 enclosures.

No. C-06-190S-JSW DECLARATION OF ROBERT JACOBSEN IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS
MATTHEW KATZER AND KAMIND ASSOCIATES, INC.'S SPECIAL

MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFF'S LIBEL CLAIM

Patrick Burke (Mr. Burke). Mr. Burke informed me he was handling a Freedom of Information

Act (FOIA) request from Russell regarding JMRl. He asked a number of questions regarding

6

25

26

27

28

34. In early November, 2005, I was contacted at work by a lawyer for LBNL, Mr.
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my work on and contributions to JMRI, whether LBNL resources had been used during that

2 work, what my position at LBNL was, what LBNL projects I was working on, and similar

3 topics.

4 35. Specifically, Mr. Burke informed me that LBNL had received a FOIA request

5 from Russell wherein it was alleged that I had used LBNL resources in the form of an email

6 account during the course of engaging in patent infringement. The requests asked LBNL and

7 the Department of Energy (DOE) to produce all documents related to the JMRI project. This

8 FOIA request is Katzer Declaration Ex. 1 and Russell Declaration Ex. 4.

9 36. The FOIA request surprised me because for I could not understand how the mere

lOuse of an email account would lead someone such as Russell or Katzer to believe that the

11 internet service provider (lSP), or domain name holder associated with the email account had

12 some relationship to an allegation of patent infringement.

13 37. Further, the FOIA request referred to ''the KAM legal action in federal court".

14 Although that is now known to have never existed, at the time it led me to believe that a lawsuit

15 was already in progress.

16 38. The FOIA request refers to the "Physics Division Berkley (sic) Livermore

17 Labs". There are two Lawrence Laboratories: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, for

18 which I work, and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Because the names are similar

19 and because the Livermore name is better known, it is common for people to confuse or merge

20 the two names. My listing in the LBNL directory shows that I am associated with the Physics

21 Division. It also shows that I am a staff member employed by LBNL. Attached hereto as

22 Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of this directory listing. I know of no directory listing that

23 would identify me as a member of the Physics Division at LBNL without showing that I am a

24 member of the staff.

No. C-06-1905-JSW DECLARATION OF ROBERT JACOBSEN IN OPPOSITION TU DEFENDANTS
MATTI-IEW KATZER AND KAMIND ASSOCIATES, INC. 's SPECIAL

MOTION TO STRJKE PLAINTIFF'S LIBEL CLAIM

Division of LBNL to explain the situation. This was an embarrassing experience. He asked

detailed questions about my activity. He said he was concerned about the impact of allegations

7

25

26

27

28

39. Due to this FOIA request, I had to appear before the Director of the Physics
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of patent infringement on both my reputation and the reputation of LBNL.

2 40. Later, I received a fourth Jetter from Russell dated January 3, 2006, which

3 contained a copy of a letter dated November 23, 2005 which I had never received. This

4 contained another solicitation to buy 7,000 licenses, described as an "updated Account

5 Statement", and requested that I let Russell know how I "would like to arrange a payment

6 schedule for (my) outstanding account balance".

7 41. Attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true and correct copy of this letter and its

8 enclosures.

9 42. I replied to Russell by letter on January 31, 2006, indicating that multiple

10 examples of prior art are available to invalidate the patent. I pointed out that JMRJ is itself

II prior art, as it was available at the time that the patent was filed. I reminded him that he was

12 aware of some of this prior art during prosecution of the patent, but chose not to inform the

13 Patent Examiner.

14

15

43.

44.

Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of this letter.

I later received a fifth letter from Mr. Russell dated February 7, 2006,

16 maintaining his insistence that JMRI infringes the '329 patent and incorrectly stating that the

17 patent had been filed before the JMRI code was available.

18

19

45. Attached hereto as Exhibit L is a true and correct copy of this letter.

20 Professional. Economic Harm and Embarassment as a Result of the FOIA Reguest

21 46. I spent considerable time in the course of dealing with this sequence of letters

22 and the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request. This required me to turn down two

23 consulting contracts.

No. C-06-1905-JSW DECLARATION OF ROBERT JACOBSEN IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS
MATTHEW KATZER AND KAMIND ASSOCIATES, INC.'S SPECIAL

MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFF'S LIBEL CLAIM

contracts, the FOIA request by Mr. Russell and Katzer caused me embarrassment, and I felt was

done to try to force me into making a monetary payment to them. My embarrassment arose, in

part, due to the fact that in the course of performing my duties at LBNL, there are certain

8

24

25

26

27

28

47. In addition to forcing me to turn down a number of lucrative consulting
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regulations and policies that I am required to follow. For example, the LBNL policy on

2 Authorized Use of Information Resources states:

3 '''Incidental personal use' is allowed as long as it is consistent with this

4 policy and all implementing policies and procedures and does not:

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

48.

49.

50.

Constitute an "unacceptable use," as defined In Paragraph

(C)(4)(c), below."

The LBNL policy statement describes "unacceptable use" as:

"Use of resources in connection with conduct or activities prohibited by

Laboratory policy (e.g., fabrication, falsification, or plagiarism in proposing,

conducting, or reporting research; unauthorized disclosure of Laboratory

proprietary information) or use in violation of applicable copyright or patent

laws."

The sanctions for violations of the policies are stated as:

"Any use of Laboratory information resources in violation of this policy

may result in one or more of the following sanctions:

Restriction of access to such resources;

Disciplinary action, up to and including dismissal."

Attached hereto as Exhibit M is a true and correct copy of the Lawrence

20 Berkeley National Laboratory policy on Authorized Use of Information Resources.

21 51. Furthermore, Russell and Katzer's action threatened my position with the

22 University of California at Berkeley. As a faculty member, I am bound by certain rules

23 regulating professional conduct as codified in the University of California Academic Policy

24 Manual (APM). Sanctions for violations of these rules include dismissal. One such rule of

25 professional conduct relates to "Scholarship", and defines "Types of unacceptable conduct" as:

26 Violation of canons of intellectual honesty, such as research

27

28

misconduct and/or intentional misappropriation of the writings,

9
No. C-06-1905-JSW DECLARATION OF ROBERT JACOBSEN IN OI'POSITION TO DEFENDANTS

MATTHEW KATZER AND KAMIND ASSOCIATES, INC. 's SPECIAL
MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFF'S LIBEL CLAIM
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I

2 52.

research, and findings of others.

Attached hereto as Exhibit N is a true and correct copy of section 15 of the

3 University of California Academic Policy Manual, titled "GENERAL UNIVERSITY POLICY

4 APM REGARDING ACADEMIC APPOINTEES The Faculty Code of Conduct".

5 53. It is common knowledge among university faculty members that there exists

6 numerous instances of faculty members being disciplined, and in many cases dismissed, for

7 failure to acknowledge the use of others' intellectual property. As an example, a Dean at the

8 University of Missouri recently lost his position due to using the work of another without

9 attribution in one speech.

10 54. Attached hereto as Exhibit 0 is a true and correct copy of a news account of this

II incident in the Chronicle of Higher Education, a publication widely read by faculty.

12 55. At the NMRA convention in Cincinnati in July 2005, Katzer gave a talk about

13 his products. I arrived part-way through the presentation. During the discussions at the end, I

14 heard Katzer comment on his determination to "enforce" his "intellectual property rights". This

IS aggressive attitude concerned me greatly.

16 56. As a faculty member, I am on salary during the school year, but paid via research

17 contracts during the summer based on specific days worked. As such, I had to forgo being paid

18 for certain days during Summer 2005 due to time spent addressing Mr. Russell and Katzer's

19 patent assertions.

20 57. In addition I felt that because I was one of the main participants in the JMRI

21 project, Russell and Katzer were targeting me to force me and JMRI out of the market place.

22 By virtue of my involvement with JMRI, I am a presence in the model railroad software market

23 as is Katzer, and with me and JMRI out of the picture Katzer would be in a better position to

24 control the market.

25

26

27

28

Overview of the JMRI Development Process

58. As part of normal operations~ when any JMRI developer decides that new or

10
No. C-06- J905-JSW DECLARATlON OF ROBERT JACOBSEN IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS

MATTHEW KATZER AND KAMIND ASSOCIATES, INC. 's SPECIAL
MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFF'S LIBEL CLAIM
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27. A method of operating a digitally controlled model railroad

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

to

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

comprising the steps of:

(a) transmitting a first command from a first client program to a

resident external controlling interface through a first

communications transport;

(b) receiving said first command at said resident extental

controlling interface; and

(c) said resident external controlling interface selectively sending a

second command representative of said first command to one of a

plurality of digital command stations for execution on said

digitally controlled model railroad based upon information

contained within at least one of said first and second commands.

I declare I mder penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that

the foregoing is lue and correct.

Executed this~j.~ day ofJune, 2006, in Berkeley, California.

By iA:Jk-
Robert JacCtl11n

26
No. C-06·I90S-JS\ i . DI!C\.AR.o\TION OF ROBERT JAcOnSI::N IN OI'I'OSITION TO DEPIrNDANrS

MAITHEW KATZER AND KAMIND ASSOCIATES, INC. 's SPECIAl.
MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFF'S LIBEL CLAIM
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RPM §9.01. Computing and Communications (Rev. 08/05)

§9.01
Computing and Communications

Responsible Manager

Rev. 08105

A. Introduction

B. Authorized Use of Facilities

C. Authorized Use of Information Resources

1. Purpose and Scope

2. Applicability

3. Policy

a. Scope of Authorized Use

b. Notice to Users

4. Definitions

a. Official Use

b. Incidental Personal Use

c. Unacceptable Use

5. Sanctions for Misuse of Information Resources

D. Communications Equipment, Resources. and Services

E. Operational Management

F. Public Address System

G. Security

1. Security Responsibilities

2. Confidentiality

A. INTRODUCTION

06/04/2006 10:30 AM

This section contains basic Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory policy governing

computing and communications. Operational procedures and guidelines may be found In RpM 69.02

(Operational Procedures for Computing and Communications).

B. AUTHORIZED USE OF FACILITIES

All usage of Laboratory computing and communications facilities must be limited to authorized use.

Authorized use is limited to official Laboratory business except as otherwise noted in this manual.

http://www.lbl.gov/Workplace/RPM/R9.01.html Page 1 of 7
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assignment;

06/04/2006 10:30 AM

• Incidental perusal of information (e.g., news groups) for educational or professional development

related to the user's work assignment;

• Laboratory-approved community relations and support activities; and

• Use of such resources on behalf of national, state, and local committees or task forces when the

Laboratory has permitted work time to be used for these purposes.

b. Incidental Personal Use

"Incidental personal use" is allowed as long as it is consistent with this policy and all implementing

policies and procedures and does not:

• Directly or indirectly interfere with Laboratory operation of such resources;

• Burden the Laboratory with noticeable incremental cost;

• Interfere with the user's employment or other obligations to the Laboratory; or

• Constitute an "unacceptable use," as defined in Paragraph (C)(4)(c), below.

Users who elect to engage in such incidental personal use should do so, as noted in Paragraph (C)(3)(a),

above, with no expectation of personal privacy concerning the messages they compose, transmit, or

receive.

c. Unacceptable Use

Activities that constitute "unacceptable use" of Laboratory information resources include, but are not

limited to, the following:

• Use of such resources for personal gain, lobbying, or unlawful activities such as fraud,

embezzlement, theft, or gambling;

• Use of resources for unlawful discrimination, harassment, or retaliation;

• Unauthorized entry into or tampering with computers, networks, or other information resources;

• Use of resources in a manner intended to, or likely to result in, damage to any system, database,

or intended official use (e.g., distributing viruses);

• Misusing or forging e-mail or tampering or gaining unauthorized access to the Laboratory's e-mail

system;

http://www.lbl.govIWorkplacelRPM IR9.0 l.hlml Page 4 of 7
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• Use of e-mail to give the impression that the user is representing, giving opinions, or otherwise

making statements on behalf of the Laboratory unless appropriately authorized (explicitly or
implicitly) to do so;

• Use of resources to create, download, view, store, copy, or transmit sexually explicit materials or
images;

• Use of resources in connection with conduct or activities prohibited by Laboratory polley (e.g.,

fabrication, falsification, or plagiarism in proposing, conducting, or reporting research;

unauthorized disclosure of Laboratory proprietary information) or use in violation of applicable
copyright or patent laws;

• Unauthorized or unlawful monitoring or recording of telephone conversations;

• Unauthorized use of resources on behalf of outside organizations or any use that conflicts with or

is inconsistent with Laboratory information resources policies or procedures;

• Use of resources to store, manipulate, or remotely access any national security information,

including, but not limited to, classified information, unclassified controlled nuclear information

(UCNI), and naval nuclear propulsion information (NNPI); or

• Any use that violates applicable federal or state laws or regulations.

5. Sanctions for Misuse of Information Resources

• Loss of site-access privileges for contract labor workers, students, visitors, and guests

• Referral to federal or state law enforcement authorities for appropriate action, including criminal

prosecution, if such use violates the law

D. COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, RESOURCES, AND SERVICES

All requests for communications and networking resources or services must be processed through the

Networking and Telecommunications Department. Unauthorized personnel may not install, remove, or

modify equipment belonging to or managed by this department. Unauthorized equipment may not be

installed or attached to network or telecommunications systems.

hup:l/www.lbl.gov/Workplace/RPM/R9.01.html Page 5 of 7
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9. ~.have de_and are·~to·sutrer.irriJparabte~Oedue

tOtf\e Ir1frtngfng:aet& of cWendant. aM because the infringlngecls of defendant, ON~•
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Kevin L. RusseU, OSB No. 93485
e-mail: kevin@chemofftaw.com
CHERNOFF, VlLHAtmR., MCCLUNG & STENZEL. LLP
1600 ODS Tower
601 SW Second AWDUC

Po~IRd,~lon 97204·3157
Telephone: (503) 227-5631
PAX; (503) 228-4373

AttOf1teys for Plaintiffs
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

DISTRICT OF OREGON

FRlEWALD SOFlWARE, a German entity,
dIbIaAaBroad &Co.; LOCAR, INC., an
Alabama corporation, dlbla Oak Mountain
HobbIea; ALEXANDER KALE8NJKOV, an
Individual. dJbIe DeC Train;
OHARLES DAVIS, an IndMdual.d/bfa oat
'Tree-Systems LtC; and ANTHONY PARISI.
an indMduaJ, dlblaTony's Tram' Xchange.

Demand for Jury Trial

CM1CV_
COMPLAINT

FOR PATENT INFRINGEMENT

PAIENTCASE

Plaintiffs,

Defendants.

v.

MAlTHEW A. KATZER, an Individual, and )
KAMlNO'ASSOCIATES.INC., dlbla'Kam )
Industries. an Oregon corporation. )

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
}
)
)
)
}
)
)

For their complaint against defendants, P.lilintiffs al1ege=

PARTIES. JURJ§DlCDON AND VENUE

1. Plaintiff Matthew A. 'Katzer Is an IndMduai resident of the Slate of Oregon.

Plaintiff Kamind Associates, Inc., d/b/a Kam Industnes, is an Oregon corporation with its

PAGE 1- COMPLAINT FOR PATENT INFRINGEMENT
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(

principal place of business In HlRsboro. Oregcm•.Pfaintiffs design, manuf$dure and distribute

computer softws~ for use with model raUroads.

2. Upon infOrmatioI1 and belief. defendant Friewald Software, dIbIB RsIh'oad &

Co., Is a German corporation, partnership or sole proprietorship. Upon information and benef,

defendant l-ocarI Inc•• d/b/a Oak Mountain Hobbles, Is an Alabama corporation. Upon

information and beReft defendant Alexander Kalesnlkov, d/b/a Dec Train, Is an individual

resident of Ohio. Upon Infonnatlon and belief, defendant Chartes Davis, d/b/a oak Tree

Systems LLC, Is an IndMdual resident of Michigan. Upon information and belief, defendant

Anthony Parisi, d/b/a TQny's Train Xchange, Is an Individual re~lde.nt of Vermont-.

3. This case arises under the patent laws of the United States, 35 USC §§ 1·

376. Th~ Court has Jurisdiction of the subject matter herein pursuant to 28 USC §§ 1331 and

1338(8). Venue is.proper In this District pursuant to 28 USC § 1391 (b).

pt.A1NDFFS! FACTUAL 4LLEGA'QQNS
4. PlalntJft's own three United States patents directed toward the control of a

model railroad, namely U.S. Patent No. 6.065,406 \the 1406 patentlO
), U.S. Patent No.

6.270,040 \the '040 patentj, and U.S. Patent No. 6,267,061 ("the '061 patent"). COpies of

these patents are attached hereto as exhibit A.

5. Upon information and benef, defendants are manufacturing and/or d'tStributing

in Oregon and elsewhere In the United States computer software known as "TrainControftl that

infringes one or more claims of the '406, '040 and '061 patents.

6. Upon lnfonnation.and belief. the action& of defendants complained ofherein

hav~ been willfUl. wanton and earned out with full knowledge and blatant disregard of plaintiffs'

patent rights.

PAGE 2 - COMPLAINT FOR PATENT INFRINGEMEIIIT
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(Patent fr1frinpment)

7,. This claim arises under 35 USC § 281. Plaintiffs reallege and Incorporate by

reference paragraphs 1-6.,

S. By manufactu~ using, selOng and/or offering to ~U TrainControI software,

defendants ant Infringing, conttibutitlg to Infringement. and inducing infringement of the' '406,

'040 and -081 patents owned by plaintiffs.

9. Plaintiffs have suffered and are continuing to suffer irreparable damage due

to the infringing acts of defendants, and because the infringing acts of defendants are

continuing, plaintiffs wiD suffer additional irreparable damage unless defendants are enjc»ined by

this Court from those acts which iJlftinge, contribute to infringement, and induce Ihfringement of

the '406, '040, and '061 patents.

10. Plaintiffs have suffered damages as a result of defendants' infringement of

the'406,'040 and '061 patents.

11. Defendants' acts of Infringement have been wiflful, making this an

exceptional case within the meaning of 35 USC § 285. Plaintiffs are therefore entitled to an

award 'of tbelr Ye8sonable attorney feu pUl1JU8nt to that staMary provision.

PRAYeR FOB ReLIEF

WHEREFORE, pla.lntlffs pray for Judgment In their favor and agal~t defendants

).'
~

'CLAiM FORREu§F

(

as follows:

A. For an Order that U.S. P~nt Nos. 6,065.406, 6.270,040 and 6,267,061 are

each valid and Infringed'by defendants:

PAGE 3 - COMPLAINT FOR PATENT INFRINGEMENT
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. .
B. For an Order permanently ei1jofning"defendants, thew'agents, Offk:ers.

assigns andaJl others acting in concert with them from Infringing, inducing infringement and

contributing to infringement of the "408, '040 and '061 patents.

C. For dam8ges, and an accounting for damages, based on the value of

infringing products sold, to compensate plaintiff for the afOreSaid Infringement of plaintiffs'

patents:

D. For an Order trebling any damages awarded, pursuanttQ 35 USC.§ 284:

E. For pre-judgment Interest and post-judgment Interest on all damages

award~;

F. Foran Order that this is an exceptional case and an award to plaintiffs of their

reasonable~ey fees. pursuant to 35 USC.§ 285;

G. Forplaintiffs' costs and disbursements incurred herein; and

H. For such other relief a8 the Court may deem just and equltabJe.

DATED this l2. day of September 2002.

Respectfully submitted,

CHERNOFF, VlLHAUBR, MCCLUNG & STENZEL, LLP

By:_~J/~~/7~~ ..===~~~~~_
M.~348S
OfAttorneys for Plaintiffs

Plaintiffs herebydemand aJury trial of all issues so triable,
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Case 3:06-cv-0190S-JSW Documemd4&a2 Filed 10/10/2008 Page 2 of 3
CHERNOF"F". VILHAUER, MCCLUNG & STENZEL., LLP

• JACOlJ E. V".H"U~R• .JR.
• OCN"'G E. STI:..lt~..

• CH"'RLca D. Mc:CLU"O
• DOH"LD B. HASLETT
• .J. PeTER STAPLED
• WILLI"'" O. GeNY
• NANCY oJ. MORIARTY

.JUL'''NHC R. DAVIS
• KEVIN 1.. RUBSCLL

DAMICO. P. CHItAHO"
l'93!H9951

Mireille S. Tanner
DigiToys Systems
1645 Cheshire Ct.
Lawrenceville, GA 30043

INTc'LLCCTUAL PROpeRTY LAW
INC:LUOIHO PATItHT. TAAPC .... Jf ....

COPYRIGHT A..O UN"·"""
CO""CTITION ......."C..$

leoo ODS TOWeR

eOl S.W. SECOND AVENUE

PORTLAND, OREGON 97204-3/57

TCLEPHONE: 15031 227-5631

FAX; 1503) 229-4373

September 18. 2002

.,. ..... A. LONO

KURT ROHL'O
• BRI:N .... A K. LEQAAAD

• ReGISTeReD PATENT ATTORNey

DAVIO 5. F'lfO':

S~"'OR L"W CL~RK

Our File: 7431.054

Re: Kam Industries With Respect To Their Intellectual Property Matters

Dear Ms. Tanner:

We represent Kam Industries with respect to their intellectual property matters.
Kam Industries, as you are aware l is In the business of developing software for operating
digitally controlled model railroads (www.kamlnd.com).

It has come to our attention that DigiToys Systems has developed and is
currenUy selling computer software for operating a digitally controlled model railroad. In
particular, the software offered by DigiToys Systems Includes WinLok 2.1 Rev. D. Our initial
investigatfon of the WinLok software indicates that the WinLok software is capable of providing
commands to one of a plurality of digital command stations for operating a model railroad.

Kam Industries currently has three issued United States Patents directed toward
the control of a model railroad, namely, U.S. Patent No. 6.065,406 (53 claims); U.S. Patent No.
6,270,040 (235 claims); and U.S. Patent No. 6,267,061 (54 claims). Other patents directed to
the control of a model railroad are currently pending worldwide. Copies of the issued United
States patents are enclosed herewith for your convenience.

The WinLok software infringes claim 10 of the '061 patent. namely. the capability
of sending commands to one of a plurality of digital command stations.

The WinLok software infringes claim 27 of the '406 patent. namely the capability
of sending commands to one of a plurality of digital command stations.
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Mireille S. Tanner
September 18, 2002
Page 2
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We are currently Investigating whether the WinLok software infringes claim 35 of
the '061 patent by providing an acknowledgment prior to proper execution by the digitally
controlled model railroad.

We are also currently investigating whether the WinLok software infringes claim
39 of the '406 patent by providing an acknowledgment prior to proper execution by the digitally
controlled model railroad.

In addition, we are currently investigating whether the Winlok software infringes
independent claims 10, 35, 57, 82,104, 129, 151, 176, 198,223 of the '040 patent related to a
queue.

You will note that there are an extensive set of claims in these patents directed
to other desirable features of a digitally controlled model railroad which we are not currently
aware whether the WinLok software infringes.

We demand that you immediately cease and desist from all future sales and
distribution of Infringing software in the United States. In addition, we demand an accounting
for all infringing software sold in the United States since May 23. 2000 so that past damages
may be determined. Further sales of infringing software will be considered willful infringement.
SUbjecting you to treble damages and attomey fees.

Although our client does not Intend to seek court action without first attempting to
negotiate an acceptable solution, your Infringement of our client's patents must cease. Please
contact me within the next two weeks so that we may discuss these issues and potential
licensing.

Sincerely,

#~p
K~"'ssell

KLR:lm
Enclosures

Q:\c1sN<am\Tanner Inrrlngement Ltr.wpd
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CHERNOFF. VILHAUER, MCCLUNG & STENZEL, LLP

, JAC08 E. VILHAUER. JR.

• DENNIS E. STENZEL

• CHARLES D. MCCLUNG

• DONALD 8. HASLETT

• J. PETER STAPLES

• WILLIAM O. GEN'"

• N...NCY oJ. MORIART...

oJUL''''NNC R. D~o.vls

• KevIN L RuSGCLL

DANIEL P. CHeRNO,.,.

11936-19951

'NT£LLCCTU"L PROPERTY LAW
'NCLUD'NG PATCNT. TRADEMARK.

COPYR'OHT AHO UHFAIR
COMPICTITION M"TTCR8

1600 ODS TOWER

601 S.W. SECOND AVENUE

PORTLAND. OREGON 97204-3157
TELEPHONE; (503) 227-5631

FAX: (5031 228-4373

September 18, 2002

• T'M A. LONG

KURT ROHL"S

• SRENNA K. LEGAARO

• RItOISTa:RCO PATCNT ATTORNEY

DAYIO S. FINC

SENIOR LAW CLERK

Our File: 7431.053

Via Federal Express 8218 27136182

Freiwald Software
Kreuzberg 16 B
85658 Egmating

GERMANY

Re: Kam Industries With Resped To Their Intellectual Property Matters

Dear Sir:

We represent Kam Industries with respect to their Intellectual property matters.
Kam Industries, as you are aware, is in the business of developing software for operating
~igitally controlled model railroads (www.kamind.com).

It has come to our attention that Railroad and Co. has developed and is currently
selling (directly and through distributors) computer software for operating a digitally controlled
model railroad. In particular, the software offered by Railroad and Co. and its distributors
includes. TrainController. Our initial investigation ofthe TralnController software Indicates that
the TrainController software is capable of provfding commands to one of a plurality of digital
command stations for operating a model railroad.

Kam Industries currently has three issued United States Patents directed toward
the control of a model railroad, nam~ly. U.S. Patent No. 6.065,406 (53 claims); U.S. Patent No.
6,270,040 (235 claims); and U.S. Patent No. 6,267,061 (54 claims). Other patents directed to
the control of a model railroad are currently pending worldwide. Copies of the issued United
States patents are enclosed herewith for your convenience.

The TrainController software infringes claim 10 of the '061 patent, namely, the
capability of sending commands to one of a plurality of digital command stations.



LAW OFFICltS

NOFF, VILHAUER, MCCLUNG & STENZEL. LLP

Freiwald Software
September 18. 2002
Page 2

. Th~ TralnController software Infringes claim 27 of the '406 patent, namely the
capability of sendIng commands to one of a plurality of digital command stations.

We are currently investigating whether the TrainController software infringes
claim 35 of the '061 patent by providing an acknowledgment prior to proper execution by the
digitally controlled model railroad.

We are also currently investigating whether the TrainController software infringes
claim 39 of the '406 patent by providing an acknowledgment prior to proper execution by the
digitally controlled model railroad.

In addition, we are currently investigating whether the TrainController software
infringes Independent claims 10,35,57,82,104,129,151,176,198,223 of the '040 patent
related to a queue.

You will note that there are an extensive set of claims in these patents directed
to other desirable features of a digitally controlled model railroad which we are not currently
aware whether the TrainController software Infringes.

We demand that you immediately cease and desist from all future sales and
distribution of infringing software In the United States. In addition, we demand an accounting
for all infringing software sold in the United States since May 23, 2000 so that past damages
may be determined. Further sales of infringing software will be considered willful infringement,
SUbjecting you to treble damages and attorney fees.

Although our client does not Intend to seek court action without first attempting to
negotiate an acceptable.solution. your Infringement of our client's patents must cease. Please
contact me within the next two weeks so that we may discuss these issues and potential
licensing.

7Zf
KeVIn L. Russell

KLR:lm
Enclosures

Q:\dsN<am\Friewald Infringement Ltr.wpd
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VICTORIA K. HALL (SBN 240702)
LAW OFFICE OF VICTORIA K. HALL

2 401 N. Washington St. Suite 550
Rockville MD 20850

3 Victoria@vkhall-law.com
Telephone: 301-738-7677

4 Facsimile: 240-536-9142

5 Attorney for Plaintiff
ROBERT JACOBSEN

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION

Aug. 1J, 2006
9:00 a.m.
2, 17th Floor
Hon. Jeffrey S. White

No. C-06-1905-JSW

DECLARATION OF HANS TANNER IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS
MATTHEW KATZER AND KAMIND
ASSOCIATES, INC.'S SPECIAL
MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFF'S
LIBEL CLAIM

Date:
Time:
Courtroom:
Judge:

Plaintiff,

Defendants.

v.

ROBERT JACOBSEN,

MATIHEW KATZER, et aI.,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

---:------------)

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

2J I, HANS TANNER, based upon personal knowledge hereby declare as follows:

22 1. I am co-owner (with my wife Mireille Tanner) of DigiToys Systems which makes

23 model train control systems software, among other products.

24 2. Matthew Katzer (Mr. Katzer) and I have known each other for a number of years.

25 Mr. Katzer has been an active member of various Digital Command Control (DCC) groups.

26 /I

27 /I

28

No. C·06·I 90S-JSW
-1-
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HistOlY of DigiToys and Its WinLok Software

2 3. I started DigiToys under the name TannerSoft in 1989 in Switzerland. After

3 moving to the United States in 1997, I founded DigiToys Systems AG in Switzerland and DigiToys

4 Systems in the US. DigiToys Systems and DigiToys Systems AG (collectively DigiToys) have

5 been in business for 9 years, and are currently in business.

6 4. DigiToys' main software product is called WinLok, the frrst version of which (Le.,

7 WinLok 1.0) was released in 1992.

8 5. In 1993 DigiToys' released a software version 1.5 which came with a printed user's

9 manual describing the various functionality associated with the WinLok 1.5 software.

]0 6. WinLok 1.5 came with a feature called "MultiDrive", which was described in the

11 user's manual. MultiDrive can selectively send commands from a plurality of graphical user

]2 interfaces within the software, via different communications links, to operate a plurality of digital

13 command stations simultaneously.

14 7. WinLok 1.5 was reviewed and described in a publicly available printed publication

15 called Model Railroading magazine in March 1995. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and

16 correct copy of the magazine article.

17 8. The next version of WinLok was called WinLok 2.0, and was released in 1995.

18 Version 2.0 also had the MultiDrive capability. This capability was described in the user's manual.

19 9. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the relevant pages from

20 the user's manual for WinLok 2.0.

2]

22

10.

11.

WinLok 2.0 was reviewed in Model Railroading magazine in December 1995.

Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the article from the

23 December 1995 edition of Model Railroading magazine.

24 ]2. From ]994 to ]997, WinLok was distributed in the United States by Tell's App]e,

25 Inc. in Florida. It was advertised in model railroading magazines and was readily available.

26 13. In July 1997, I gave a presentation on Railroad Open System Architecture (ROSA)

27 at the National Model Railroad Association (NMRA) National Convention. Mr. Katzer, a member

28
-2-
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of the DCC Working Group, was in the audience.

2 14. This presentation described using a variety of devices for multi-train control through

3 a network server. It included the capability of providing commands toone of a plurality of digital

4 command stations for operating a model railroad. The slides of the presentation were then publicly

5 available for download for several years on DigiToys' web server.

6 15. Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of the slides from the ROSA

7 presentation.

8 16. The next version of WinLok was called WinLok 2.1. It was released in 1998. The

9 MultiDrive capability present in this version was the same capability present in WinLok 1.5 and

10 2.0.

II

12 KAM Industries' Allegations ofPatent Infringement

13 17. In September 2002, DigiToys received a letter dated Sept. 18, 2002 of

14 approximately 100 pages. It included a 2-page letter from Kevin Russell.

IS 18. Mr. Russell stated the letter was written on behalf of his client, KAM Industries. In

16 this letter, Mr. Russell accused DigiToys of infringing Matt Katzer's and KAM Industries' patents.

17 In particular, he stated that "the WinLok software is capable of providing commands to one of a

18 plurality of digital command stations for operating a model railroad." He listed the following U.S.

19 Patents: 6,065,406 (the '406 Patent) 6,270,040 (the '040 Patent) and 6,267,061 (the '061 Patent)

20 (collectively Katzer patents) and identified several claims. Among the claims he stated that

21 WinLok 2.1 infringed Claim 27 of the '406 patent and Claim 10 of the '061 patent.

22 19. A true and correct copy of the September 2002 letter from Mr. Russell is attached as

23 Exhibit E.

24

25 DigiToys Response to KAM Industries' Allegations

26 20. After reviewing Mr. Russell's letter, I determined that many of the claims disclosed

27 in the Katzer patents were anticipated or rendered obvious by WinLok version 1.5, and 2.0.

28
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21. On Oct. 3, 2002 I sent a responsive letter to Mr. Russell with supporting

2 attachments including relevant parts describing MultiDrive from the user's manual for WinLok 2.0.

3 22. A true and correct copy of the Oct. 3,2002 letter to Mr. Russell, and its appendices,

4 is attached hereto as Exhibit F.

5 23. In this letter, I told Mr. Russell that I believed Mr. Katzer and KAM Industries had

6 obtained copies of my products in the mid-1990s, well before Mr. Katzer filed his first patent

7 application.

8 24. Furthermore, I told Mr. Russell that the reference in the Background sections of the

9 Katzer patents to a program by DigiToys could only be the WinLok 1.5 and 2.0 applications.

10 25. Moreover, I told Mr. Russell that the allegedly infringing capabilities in WinLok 2.1

11 were present in WinLok 1.5 and 2.0.

12 26. I told Mr. Russell that my product could not infringe Matt Katzer's patent because

13 WinLok 1.5 and 2.0 had been sold and distributed more than I year before Matt Katzer's first

14 patent application, and thus my product would bar his patent if my product did in fact infringe.

15

16

27.

28.

I produced to Mr. Russell sales receipts from 1996 for these WinLok products.

Further, I also told him that my products had been reviewed in Model Railroading

17 and another magazine. I produced those articles to Mr. Russell.

18 29. Additionally, I identified other prior art for Mr. Russell, specifically Railroad &

19 Co.'s TrainController software, which has the capability to connect to a plurality of digital

20 command stations. This software was sold and distributed more than 1 year before Matt Katzer's

21 first patent application.

22 30. I also identified to Mr. Russell Soft-Lok, a program by W. Schapals of Germany,

23 which demonstrated multiple digital command station capability in the early 1990s, and the MES

24 software by Heinrich Maile of Spain, which is capable of driving a plurality of digital command

25 stations. The MES software, sold in 1985, was reviewed in the German railroad magazine MTBA.

26 I produced documentation relating to MES for Mr. Russell.

Moreover, I told Mr. Russell that it was almost certain that the claims were pre-27

28

31.
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dated by prior art from several software vendors, and that the use of queues, synchronous and

2 asynchronous communication mechanisms, as well as message processing functions, which were

3 claimed by Mr. Katzer, were standard programming techniques for the Windows operating system

4 by at least 1995.

5 32. Any other statements in the Oct. 3, 2002 letter to Mr. Russell which I have not

6 testified to in the preceding paragraphs. I testify to now as true at the time I wrote the letter and

7 true today, and I incorporate those statements by reference.

8 33. In addition to sending this letter to Mr. Russell, I also sent this letter to the U.S.

9 Patent and Trademark Office to include with the file wrappers of the three Katzer patents.

10 34. A true and correct copy of the cover sheet, stamped received by the U.S.P.T.O. on

11 Oct. 7, 2002, for the letter sent to file wrapper of the 6,267,061 patent at the U.S. PTa is attached

12 hereto as Exhibit G.

13

14 Other Katzer Patents

15 35. Since 2002, I have reviewed other Katzer patents including United States Patent No.

16 6,530,329 (the '329 Patent). Common to the previous cited Katzer Patents and the '329 Patent is

17 the reference to technology produced by DigiToys. Specifically, the both the '329 Patent and the

18 Katzer patents describe in their background sections how "DigiToys Systems of Lawrenceville, Ga.

19 has developed a software program for controlling a model railroad set from a remote location." As

20 with the Katzer patents, the language of the '329 Patent can only be referring to the various

21 versions of WinLok including 1.5, and 2.0.

22

23

36. Attached hereto as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of the '329 Patent.

24 Knowledge of JMRI

25 37. As a manufacturer, I am familiar with other model train control systems software

26 manufacturers in the U.S. and abroad.

I am familiar with the JMRl software.27

28

38.
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39. It is produced by a group ofsoftware developers who write code as a hobby.

2 40. I have seen the JMRI group at NMRA conferences, and talk with Robert Jacobsen

3 on a regular basis.

4 41. At the conferences and during discussions with Mr. Jacobsen. I have never seen

5 anything that suggests JMRI software is sponsored by the U.S. Department ofEnergy.

6 42. I have never heard of anyone who believed that the U.S. Department of Energy

7 sponsored the JMRI project

8 43. To my knowledge, JMRI is not sponsored by any entity, but is a group ofhobbyists

9 who write code for others to use in running model trains.

10

11

12
foregoing is true and conect to the best ofmy knowledge.

Q,!~
Executed this -, day ofJune, 2006.

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
No. e-()6:190S.JSW

By~ 7. C
Hans Tanner
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OigiToys SySlems
1645 Cheshire Ct.
Lawrenceville, GA 30043

Mr. Kevin Russell
Chernoff, Vilhauer, McClung 80 Stenzel, LLP
1600 ODS Tower
601 S.W. Second Avenue
PorUand, Oregon 97204·3157
USA

ThYfSday, October 3, 2002

Re: ~.!ndus!ries Patents.~munlcation of September 18111
, 2002

Oear Mr. Russell;

I have received your communicaUon of September 18u
" 2002 In regard to the matter 01 Intellectual

Properly of KAM Industries (Mr. MaU Katzer).

Your concern Is slated as softwara programs that have"...the capability of sending commands to one

of a plurality of digital command stations....".

The software programs WinLak 1.5. released In 1993, and WinLok 2.0, released in 1995. have both

been capable of being configured for the TannerSoft feature of "MuIliOrive", by selectively sending

commands, to operate a simuUaneou8 plurality of digital command slalicns connected by different

communicatiOn links from a plurality of graphical user inlerfaces within the software. Both of these

producls have been widely reviewed in model railroad publications in both Germany and the US in at

leasl 1994 and 1995. and SUbsequently.

c_ 3:o&<v.olllO$-JSW ~umenl 47 Filod 06Al912OO6 Pago 2of 27
I inclUde In Annex I 8 copy of two reviews performed by Lany Puckett in Ihe magazine "Model Rail·

roading· in March. and December 1995. Nole thai The MulliOrive capability of WinLok 1.5 is clearly

mentioned In the March 1995 review and again. Pucket note8 thai the WinLok 2.0 features remain

- ..essentially Ihe same.." with the added capabilllles he then enumerates. Also InCluded in Annex I is

an artide by Tobias Frydman published In MIBA Spedal Nr. 33 from 1997 that reviews WinLok 2.0

and demonstrates mulllple keyboards, track conlrol diagrams and even an ernYlalion of the Digllrax

DT200 throWe Ihat is implemented in a separate piece of software but is seamlessly Integrated in lhe

same graphical user interface.

For your convonlence, In Annex II, tlnclude a copy of relovant pBrts of the printed commercial WlnLok

2.0 User Manual deted 1995, thai provides explanation of \hIs MultiDrive feature. Pages 95. 96 and

97 of Ihe WinLok 2.0 User Manual provide unambiguous and definitive information that Clearly estab-

---_...._._ ..
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lishes that the WinLok software has -..the capability of sending commands to one of a plurality of digi

tal command stallons.••• Also enclosed is a copy of the box graphics used for international English

language commercial sales of WinLok In the perIod 1995 onwards whIch clear1y shows multiple user

interfaces, which are ell c:apable of sending cORVnands via the MulliDrive technology to a plurality ot
digital command stations.

Annex III Indudes Sales Receipts and related VISA charge slips from OiglRR Enlerprises, the US

distributor of WlnLok software prior 10 1997. for sale of WinLok 2.0 to two US commercial customers,

dated 114196 and 8122/96. There Is 8 mass of similar evidentiary records to addilionally establish the

commercial sales of W1nLok 1.5, 2.0 ele. Please take steps to guard the confidenlialily of the Credit

Card account numbers disclosed, since this Information is being provided In good faith to establish

evlclence of US commercial sales of Winlok 2.0 software.

Note that the current 2002 sales version, WinLok 2.1 Rev. 0, only differs from the 1995 WinLok 20

version by bug fixes, and employs no new technologies relating to the Mull/Drive capability. In fact.

the MultiDrive driver shipped with the current release still carlies the original 1994 copyright message

and all menus and dialogs are idenUcaI with the versIon shipped with Winlok 1.5.

It Is believed Ihal Kalzer Is in possession of a copy of WlnLok '.5 or 2.0 and a current evaluation copy

of Wlnlok 2.1 can be conveniently downloaded from the Internet. If necessary, I can provide floppy

disk dislribulion versions of the software so your technical expert. arbitrator or whomever, can defini·

tively verify the claimed presence and ability of the MutUDrive capabDity in all tho cited versions of

WinLok software.

WIth Ihe foregoing clear and convincing evidence, I believe, it is not possible or reasonable to claim

infringement of Ihe claims of Katzer as you a[lege, since !he accused WlnLok software clearly and

oistlncUy predates in commercial use, by greater than 12 months, the earliest flllng and priority date of

June 24th 1998, for US 6,065,406, end the other quoted Kalzer patents.

<:aGO3:llkY~r~iMls. '~l. ,h'W~cfJf' and capability of these WinLok products are definitively

established as pUblicly used prior art by, at latest, 1995, and accordingly, this subjecl matter cannot

be claimed under statue 35 U.S.C. 102 (A) (b) by any US Patent with a filing date later than 12

monlhs from the initial commercial shipment of the TannerSoft -MulliDrive- technology and software

processes. These demonstrated dates clearly prevail over the earliest possible June 24'" 1997 Katzer

US interference window, in all cases. .

I retain records of the software distribution disks dated back to at least 1995. along with materials

shown In Annex I, " and III and other corroboralive and evidentiary materials that provide cleer and

convincing evidence that establishes the existence of the TannerSoft -MulllDrlve- feature as prior art

that predates your clienl's claims by over 1 year. For PCT and International patents the 1 year win

dow does not apply, Which further degrades Katzer's assertion of possible infringement by limiting hIs
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earliest extant priority date to just June 24111 1998 anywhere else In the world except the Philippines.

Documented prior art clearly prevails here and makes the claims unonforceable over this prior art,

Several other non-US software companIeS, for example Railroad & Co', "TrainController". have also

introduced the capability lo connect a plurality of digital commend slatlons, thai also were developed

at least a year prior to June 24" 1998 and shipped commercially in Europe before this date. Some 01

these were spurred in part by the demonstrated capability of Wlnlok 1.5, and derivatives, and com

petitive pressures ensured these capabRitles were emulated in a the marketptace very much earlier

than June 24'" 1998.

The Soft-Lok program by W. Schapals of Germany also demonstrated multiple digital command sta

tlon capability in the early 1990's. In 1985 the MES software by Heinrich Maile of Spain, that also Is

capable or driving a pluralily of dlgllal command 8tallons, was so/d, end was also reviewed by the

Gennan railroad magazine MIBA, Annex IV includes a recent statement from Mr. Maila and a copy of

promotional material.

This body of software prodUcts with these capabilities Is additional prior al1 that also dearly super

cedes the Kalzer art, end is simply quoted here to establish the fact thai there clearly oxisls. In addi

tion to WlnLok. a well!<nown and large body of public usage and knowledge for using compuler soh

ware to control a plurallly of dig"al command stations and that this Is clearly prior art over Katzer.

The Katzer specification for US Patent 6,065.406 clearly admits knowledge of a "software program"

from DigIToys Systems of lawrencevHle. Georgia, (column 1nines 42-501 whidl can only be

"WInLok", since this Is tho only software that was sold by DlgiToys althal time. In view of Ihe well·

deflned and widely known features of the WinLok software, thl& raises concerns of defective disclo

sure under dulies mandated by 37 C.F.R. 1.56. The 'allure of Katzer to fUlly disCloSe the widely

known and extanl body of prIor art software methods and processes that permit 8 plurality of user

Interfaces to communicate by multiple methods to a plurality of digital command staUons makes it

Caw3~~tlOo'ofICWmtC1tpdM~ne.81Sllffi!lIyclaim the subject matler which he considers his inven

tion.

These facts, I believe, clearty establish non-inrrlngement under 35 U.S.C. 273 (b) (1). and naturally

follows directly from 35 U.S.C. 102 (A) (a) and (b) stalutory concerns of the Katzer eppllcaUon(s). If

you have any basis to contradict these facts, please contact me fOf1hwlth with the information.

Upon review of the "current investigations· of other possible Infringements as stated In your letler,

namely "claim 35 of US patent No. 6,267,061·, -claim 39 of US patenl No. 6,065,406" and -independ

ent claims 10,35,57,82,104,129,151,176, 198 and 223 of US palent No. 6,270,040", please note

that it Is almost certain that the Katzer art also Is predaled by demonstrated prior art from several

software vendors In at leaSI 1995. and eaJ1ier. The use of queues, synchronous and asynchronous

communication mechanisms as well as message processIng functions are standard programming
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techniques within applications lor the Windows operating system, therefore It is safe to assume that

utago of these techniques was state of the art In Windows based Model Railroad software producls

prior to 1995. including Winlok 1.5.

II has been brought to my aUention that a number of dealers who have sold my Wlnlok sohware ~

well as other Model Railroad software prodUcts claim to have been served with -cease and desist·

letlers by your firm as weD. I therefore consider it as appropriate to present this factual and eviden

tiary information directly 10 affected parties, so they can make an informed decision on appropriate

action. A decision about pUblishing this letter and supplementary documentation In part or entirely on

our homepage and in selected, model railroad related Intemet news groups is ClIrrenlly pending.

DiglToys Systems
Dr. Hans R. Tanner, Developer of Winlok software

Cc: Model Railroad Software developers wol1dwlde

American Model Railroad software dealers

File wrapper for US patents No. 6.065.046, No. 6.267,OOt, and No. 6,270.040

Annclt I: Copies of 3 magazine reviews of Winlok 2.0

Annel( II: WlnLok 2.0 manual excerpts dated 1995, showtng MultlDrive capability Winlok 2.0 cover
showing multiple user Interfaces

Annel( Ill: Sales Receipts and Charge slips establishing US commercial sales

Annel( IV; Slalement of tact of origin of MES soflwalo (in German)
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R. Scott Jerger (pro hac vice)
Field &Jerger, LLP

2 610 SW Alder Street, Suite 910
Portland, OR 97205

3 Tel: (503) 228-9115
Fax: (503) 225-0276

4 Email: scott@fieldjerger.com

5 John C, Gonnan (CA State Bar #91515)
6 Gonnan & Miller, P.C.

210 N 4th Street, Suite 200
7 San Jose, CA 95112

Tel: (408) 297-2222
8 Fax: (408) 297-2224
9 Email: jgonnan@gormanmiller.com

J0 Attorneys for Defendants
Matthew Katzer and Kamind Associates, Inc.

11

12

13

14

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

SAN FRANCISCO DMSION
15

Case Number C06-190S-JSW

DECLARAnON OF MATIlIEW
KATZER IN SUPPORT OF SPECIAL
MOTION TO STRIKE

Defendants.

Plaintiff,

ROBERT JACOBSEN, an individual,

17

23

22

18

16
)
)
)
)
)

~. )

19 MATTHEW KATZER, an individual, KAMIND ~
20 ASSOCIATES, INC., an Oregon corporation dba~

KAM Industries, and KEVIN RUSSELL, an )
"21 individual, )

)
)

-------------)
24

2S
I, Matthew Katzer, declare:

26 1. I am ChiefExecutive Officer and Chainnan of the Board ofDirectors of

Kamind Associates, Inc. ("KAM"). I am a named defendant in this action. Ifcalled as a

Case Nwnber C 06 1905 JSW
Declaration ofMatthew Katzer in support ofMotion to Strike

I

Wednesday, May 10, 2006 (a).max
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24
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26
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witness, I would and could testify to the following as a matter of personal knowledge.

2. I am authorized by KAM to make this declaration in support of the motion by

KAM and myselfto strike the plaintiffs libel claim and I make this declaration in my

capacity as KAM's ChiefExecutive Office and Chairman ofthe Board of Directors.

3. KAM authorized Kevin Russell, as KAM's attorney, to send a Freedom of

Infonnation Act (FOIA) request to the United States Department of Energy ("DOE") on

behalf ofKAM with regard to the DOE's apparent sponsorship of the java model railroad

erface ("JMRI") project, which distributes model railroad software that KAM believe

ed by KAM. The FOIA Request is attached as Exhibit 1.

~'""2t--ft7lrw-tiiZe"'lef that the DOE sponsored the JMRI project was based on the following

facts, among others:

a. I was aware of other instances in which governmental agencies sponsored types

ofopen source software. For example, the United States Navy, through the Office of

Naval Research and the Naval Surface Warfare Center, sponsored a conference and paper

on real-time software controllers for digital model railroad systems in 1993.

Additionally, the National Science Foundation funded research for a paper entitled "A

Laboratory Platform to Control a Digital Model Railroad over the Web using Java"

(undated). Copies ofboth papers are attached to this declaration as group Exhibit 2.

b. I believe that I saw notice of the formation ofJMRI on DOE or other official

letterhead on a JMRI users support website (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/JMRIusers)

in about January or February of 2004.

c. I have found and downloaded not fewer than 2,320 documents promoting JMRI

Case Number C 06 1905 JSW
Declaration ofMatthew Katzer in support ofMotion to Strike

2

Wednesday. May 10. 2006 (8).max
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from an e-mail account at lbl.gov, including requests for funding. Copies or

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

"

21

22

23

24

25

representative documents are attached as group Exhibit 3.

d. By performing a search on the internet, I determined that the lbl.gov email

address was associated with the DOE.

5. The purpose of the FOIA request was to obtain any publicly available

information subject to disclosure under the FOIA about activities apparently sponsored

by DOE that appeared hostile to KAM and its interests. It was als.g...u'iNettdeEI-Ull

DOE thatKAM regarded some of the JMRI software as infrin 'ng KAM's patents.

employer, as alleged in the complaint. At the time of sending the FOIA request, I had no

knowledge ofJacobsen's employment status, either with the DOE or any other employer.

At the time ofsending the FOIA request, I assumed that Jacobsen worked for the

University ofCalifornia at Berkeley based on a representation Jacobsen made in an email

posting to a model train internet newsgroup in 2001. A copy of this email is attacherl a"

Exhibit 4.

7. A purpose ofthe FOIA request was to gather information about the

activity, which appeared to be conducted with the sponsorship ofth

participants for infringement

/II

26 III

III

Case Number C 06 1905 JSW
Declaration ofMatthew Katzer in support orMation to Strike

3

Wednesday. May 10.2006 (a).max
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2 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United State of America

) that the foregoing is true and correct.

4
Executed on May~ 2006, at Hillsboro, Oregon.

S

tI

7

8

II

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

III

19

211

21

22

2J

24

25

26

Matthew Katzer

Case Number C 06 1905 JSW
Declaration ofMatthew Katzer in support ofMotion to Strike

4

Wednesday. May 10. 2006 (8).max
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R. Scott Jerger (pro hac vice)
Field & Jerger~ LLP

2 610 SW Alder Street, Suite 910
Portland~ OR 97205

3 Tel: (503) 228-9115
Fax: (503) 225-0276

4 Email: scott@fieldjerger.com

5

6

7

8

9

JO

II

12

13

14

John C. Gorman (CA State Bar #91515)
Gorman & Miller~ P.C.
210 N 4th Street, Suite 200
San Jose, CA 95112
Tel: (408) 297-2222
Fax: (408) 297-2224
Email: jgormanUi>.gormanmiller.com

Attorneys for Defendants
Matthew Katzer and Kamind Associates, Inc.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

ROBERT JACOBSEN, an individual, )
)

Plaintiff, ~
)

vs. )
)

MAITHEW KATZER, an individual~ KAMIND )
ASSOCIATES, INC., an Oregon corporation dba~
KAM Industries, and KEVIN RUSSELL, an )
individual~ )

)
Defendants. )

---------------)

Case Number C06-1905-JSW

Hearing Date: June 30, 2006
Hearing Time: 9:00am
Place: Ct. 2~ Floor 17

Hon. Jeffrey P. White

DEFENDANTS MAITHEW
KATZER AND KAMIND .
ASSOCIATES, INC. 'S SPECIAL
MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFF'S
LIBEL CLAIM UNDER CAL. ClV.
PROC. CODE § 425.16;
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT
THEREOF

Case Number C 06 1905 JSW
Defendants' Motion to Strike Libel Claim under Cal. Civ. Proc. Code § 425.16
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STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS

2 KAM is a software company based in Portland, Oregon that develops software for model

3 railroad enthusiasts. Katzer is KAM's chiefexecutive officer and chairman of the board of

KAM had reason to believe that the United States Departmen

sponsoring the JMRI project, including KAM's knowledge of previous government sponsorship

of model railroad software projects and KAM's discovery of the DOE affiliation ofan email

address used to promote JMRI. Katzer Decl. ~ 4. On October 7, 2005 Russell sent a request to

the DOE under the Freedom of Information Act on behalf of KAM to obtain any publicly

available information subject to disclosure under the FOIA about activities that appeared that

might be potentially adverse to KAM and its interests. Katzer Decl. ~ 3.

9

7

8

4 directors. Katzer Decl. ~ 2. KAM's attorney, Kevin Russell ("Russell") is also a defendant i

5 this case. Katzer Decl. ~ 3. The Java Model Railroad Interface ("JMRI") project'

6 open source community that also develops software for moge!.fai!fel:tQ..(:Iill~

10

II

12

13

14

15 ARGUMENT

16 Section 425.16 of the California Code of Civil Procedure is referred to as the "anti-SLAPP

17

18

statute." SLAPP suits are "strategic lawsuits against public participation." The statute provides

that:

19

20

21

22

A cause of action against a person arising from any act of that person in
furtherance of the person's right of petition or free speech under the United States
or California Constitution in connection with a public issue shall be subject to a
special motion to strike, unless the court determines that the plaintiff has
established that there is a probability that the plaintiff will prevail on the claim.

23 Cal. Code Civ. Pro § 425.l6(b)(I).

24 The anti-SLAPP statute contains an express directive that it is to be "construed broadly."

2S Cal. Code Civ. Pro § 425.16(a). California courts, including the California Supreme Court, have

26 taken this directive very seriously. Briggs v. v. Eden Council/or Hope and Opportunity, 19 Cal.

Case Number C 06 1905 JSW
Defendants' Motion to Strike Libel Claim under Cal. Civ. Proc. Code § 425.16

5
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2

Pursuant to the Freedom ofInformation Act, KAM sent a FOlA request to the DOE

g documents relating to the Java Model Railroad Interface ("JMRl") program. Katzer

ue~lPmftm-r.-¥..Jl~ sent this request in an effort to gain information regarding potential

infringement of patents wned by KAM in anticipation of litigation. Katzer Decl. ~~ 5, 7.

1~~:eLteasetlta15ly believed that the DOE sponsored the JMRl project based on the fact that

6 plaintiff Jacobsen promoted the JMRI project in at least 2,320 emails from a government email

7 address hosted by the DOE and based on the fact that governmental agencies have historically

8 sponsored model railroad software of this type. Katzer Decl. ~ 4.

9 The FOIA request was made pursuant to and in connection with an "official proceeding

10 authorized by law" and is therefore a protected activity under California's anti-SLAPP statute.

II There is no question under California law that the DOE is an "official body authorized by law."

12 Administrative agencies are exactly the "official bodies" envisioned by the California legislature

13 when it drafted the anti-SLAPP legislation and by California courts that have interpreted this

14 language. Fontani v. Wells Fargo Investments, LLe, 129 Cal. App. 4th 719,729 (2005) (finding

15 that the anti-SLAPP statute applies to governmental agencies); Briggs at 1121 (holding that the

16 anti-SLAPP law protects "all direct petitioning ofgovernmental bodies including courts and

17 administrative agencies).

18 Likewise, the FOIA request is an official "proceeding" u

19 establishes a regimented procedure for obtaining infor 'on from federal agencies. KAM's

to this law. The FOIA request was designed

rom DOE, and to alert the DOE that the JMRI project

Ka er Oecl ~ 5. The DOE was required by law to respond to22 was infringin

20

21 to obtain info

24 la anti-SLAPP case specifically addresses a FOIA request, California

25 courts have held, time and time again, that communications intended to prompt a governmental

26 agency charged with enforcing the law to investigate or remedy a wrongdoing are protected

23

Case Number C 06 1905 JSW
Defendants' Motion to Strike Libel Claim under Cal. Civ. Proe. Code § 425.16

8
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remain to be served.

II

II

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION

Per the Court's February 15,2008 order [Docket #204], the parties submit this Joint Case

Management Statement.

1. A brief description of jurisdictional issues

Plaintiff Jacobsen filed a Second Amended Complaint Dec. 12,2007. The claims are three

declaratory judgment causes of action relating to patent issues, copyright infringement and DMCA

causes of action, a federal trademark cyber-squatting cause of action, and a contract cause of

action. All except contract involve federal questions. The court has subject matter jurisdiction

under 28 U.S.C. § 1331, and supplemental jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1367(a). No defendants

No. C-06-1905-JSW

JOINT CASE MANAGEMENT
STATEMENT AND [PROPOSED]
ORDER

Location: 17th Floor, Courtroom 2
Judge: Honorable Jeffrey S. White

Plaintiff,

v.

Defendants.

ROBERT JACOBSEN, an individual,

MATTHEW KATZER, an individual, and
KAMIND ASSOCIATES, INC., dba KAM
Industries, an Oregon corporation,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

--------------)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

No. C·06·190S·JSW
-1-

JOINT CASE MANAGEMENT STATEMENT AND PROPOSED
ORDER
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2. A brief description of the case and defenses

2 Plaintiff Jacobsen is a high energy physicist who conducts research at the Lawrence

3 Berkeley National Laboratory of the University of California, and Stanford University and at

4 CERN in Switzerland, and teaches physics at the University. As a hobby, Jacobsen develops, with

5 others, open source software code called JMRI (Java Model Railroad Interface) that Jacobsen

6 alleges is distributed free ofcharge. KAM is an Oregon corporation and Katzer is its principal.

Defendants allege that KAM has patents for software products, at least one of which is similar to

is infringed by the JMRI project software Defendants assert that KAM's software products are

infringed by software products provided for free by JMRI. Jacobsen alleges that Katzer and his

attorney, Kevin Russell, intentionally withheld prior art that they knew was material to

patentability from the Patent Office in obtaining the patents. For these reasons and others,

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Jacobsen alleges that Defendants' patents are thereby invalid and/or unenforceable. Jacobsen

alleges that he does not infringe the claim Defendants accused him of infringing.

Jacobsen's complaint seeks declaratory relief regarding noninfringement, invalidity, and

unenforceability of the patent-in-suit, U.S. Pat. No. 6,530,329. The complaint alleges the patent-

in-suit is invalid because prior art anticipates or makes it obvious, and/or it failed to meet the

requirements of35 U.S.C. § 112. The complaint also alleges the patent-in-suit, and related patents,

were obtained through fraud on the patent office or inequitable conduct. The complaint also

contained claims alleging unfair competition, and cyber-squatting. An amended complaint added

federal trademark dilution, copyright infringement and unjust enrichment claims after Plaintiff

allegedly learned of Defendants' alleged activities during the anti-SLAPP proceedings. The

Second Amended Complaint contains the claims stated in the previous section. Defendants allege

KAM's patents are valid. No related proceedings are pending.

3. Brief Description of the legal issues genuinely in dispute

All legal issues are in dispute.

4. Procedural History

Plaintiff filed his complaint Mar. 13, 2006. Defendants and then-defendant Kevin Russell filed

motions to dismiss and anti-SLAPP motions in May 2006. The Court granted Defendants' and Mr.

-2-
No. C-06-190S-JSW JOINT CASE MANAGEMENT STATEMENT AND PROPOSED

ORDER
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1

2

3

4

s

David M. Zeff (S.B. #63289)
Law Offices ofDavid M. Zeff
1388 Sutter St., Suite 820
San Francisco CA 94109
Telephonle~:~(4:i5) 923-1380
Facsimile: 415) 923-1382
ZeffLawl ol.com

Attorn~ys for Defendant
Kevin Russell

6

7

e

9

10

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION

Date: June 23,2006
Time: 9:00 a.m.
Dept: Cou.'tt'oom 2, 17th floor

HOIl. Jeffrey S. White

DECLARATJON OF KEVIN RUSSELL IN
SUPI)ORT OF SPECIAL MOTION TO
STRIKE [Cal. Civ. Prot. Code § 425.16]vs.

ROBERT JACOBSEN,

Plaintiff,

) Case No. C 061905 JSW
)
)
)

!
!
)

--------------.)

MAITDEW KATZER, KAMIND
ASSOCIATES, INC., and KEVIN
RUSSELL,

Defendants.

11

13

12

16

17

14

15

18 t, Kevin Russell, declare:

19
1. I am a defendant in this action, and an attorney licensed to practice before the

20

21
United States Patent and Trademark office ((Patent Office"). My business address is 601

22 SW 2d Avenue, Suite 1600, Portland, OR 97204. If called as a witness, I would and

23 couId testify to the following as a matter of personal knowledge.
24

2S
2. One of my clients is Kamind Associates, Inc. ("KAM"), I have reviewed the

26 complaint on file in this action ("Complaint"). To the extent I actually perfonned acts

21 described in the Complaint, I acted on behalf of KAM and at the direction of its
28

........................................................................ " ••• , u · .

Page lof3 Lm. OjJl,-o:l ufDovieJM. luO' ]
I J/JR SlItfar St,. SII/Ie H20
Sen Fmncisro. CA 'N109
Tel: 415 92J /J80 __..._.
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1 responsible officer Matthew Katzer. I have no personal financial interest in KAM, in any
2

3
of its patents, or in any matter or transaction described in the complaint over and above

4 fees paid to the law film which employs me for work I pelform as KAMls attorney.

5 3. With regard to allegations contained in Paragraphs 43 through 49 of the

6

7
complaint, on September 17, 2002 all behalf ofKAM, prior to sending the letter to Dr.

8 Tanner and Friewald Software, J filed complaints in the District of Oregon alleging paten

9 infringement against Dr. Tanner and Friewald Software but did not ever serve the

10
complaints nOl'illfoI1Il Dr. Tanner or Ftiewald of the complaints alleging patent

11

12
infringement.

13 4. Attached as Exhibit 1 is a true copy of the 2-page letter I wrote Jacobsen on

14
March 8,2005, cautioning Jacobsen tltat the JMRI product may infringe KAM'S '329 B2

15

16
patent, stating the reasons it may infringe, suggesting how the JMRl product may be

17 modified to be potentially non-infringing, and offerin to license the patent to Jacobsen.

etween theThe letter states ill abbreviated fonn y informal analysis of similaritie
19

18

20
'329 patent and the JMRJ product which were the basis of my belief that the JMRI

21 product infiinged our patent. The letter was sent' a good faith to attempt to resolve

22 differences without litigation. The attachment to that letter is extremely bulky and
23

24
appears as Attachment A to the complaint. It is omitted to avoid unduly burdening the

2S record.

26 5. Attached as Exhibit 2 is a one-page message from Jacobsen, dated March 29,

27

28
2005, indicating he did not intend to comply with KAM's requests.

..•.................·.un_•••...._u .

Page 2 of3 DEC1..AltATION OF KRVIN RUSSELL IN SUPPORT OF SPECIAl. Low OjJit:61 Q!Dav/tiM. le/f
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6. Attached as Exhibit 3 is a true copy ofa 2-page letter I sent to Jacobsen on

August 24,2005, repeating my suggestions for modification ofthe JMRl product to be

.f potentially non-infringing with increased specificity, and requesting royalty payments for

5 distn1mtion of infringing software by the JMR.I product.

6
7. Other correspondence follow~ including a letter from Jacobson suggesting

7

9 that the patents should be put in the public domain, without leading to any result. I sent

9 several royalty invoices to Jacobsen for royalties in hope ofengaging his attention to this

10
manner.

11

12

13

8. Attached as Exhibit 4 is a true copy of the FOIA request sent to the United

States Department ofBnergy on October 7,2005. The exhibits that were attached to the

u
request are omitted to avoid unduly burdening the record. At the time 1sent the request I

15

was infonned that a DOE e-mail account was being used to promote the JMRl product.
16

17 and I believed that such usage indicated that possibly because ofJacobsen's influence

18 with the Government, the DOE sponsored the JMRl project, and it appeared important
19

that the DOB be aware that we considered some of its activities questionable.
20

21 I declare under penalty ofpe~iury that the foregoing is true and correct.

22 Executed on MayJ!.., 2006.
23

24

25

26

27

28
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

BACKGROUND

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

Matthew Katzer is the chiefexecutive officer and chairman of the board ofdirectors of

ORDER GRANTING
DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS TO
DISMISS AND SPECIAL
MOTIONS TO STRIKE

No. C 06-01905 JSW

v.

ROBERT JACOBSEN,

Plaintiff,

Defendants.

MATfHEW KATZER, KAMIND
ASSOCIATES, INC. and KEVIN RUSSELL,

KAM, a software company based in Portland. Oregon that develops software for model railroad

enthusiasts. Kevin Russell is KAM's attorney, who is also based in Portland. Oregon. The Java

Now before the Court are the motion filed by Matthew Katzer and Kamind Associates,

Inc. ("KAM") to dismiss counts four and seven for failure to state a claim upon which relief can

be granted and to bifurcate and a special motion to strike count seven under California Civil

Procedure Code § 425.16. Also before the Court are the motion filed by Kevin Russell to

dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction and for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be

granted and a special motion to strike under California Civil Procedure Code § 425.16. Having

carefully reviewed the parties' papers, considered their arguments and the relevant legal

authority, the Court hereby GRANTS Defendants' motions to dismiss, DENIES Defendants'

motion to bifurcate without prejudice, GRANTS Defendants' special motions to strike, and

AWARDS attorneys' fees in the amount of $14,486.68 for Defendants Katzer and KAM and

$16,976.25 for Defendant Russell.

--------------_/
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Model Railroad Interface ("JMRI") Project is an on-line, open source community that also

develops model train software. Plaintiff, Robert Jacobsen, works for the Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory and is a professor of physics at the university. as well as a model train

hobbyist and a contributing member of the JMRI Project. Jacobsen allegedly used a

government electronic mail address linked to the Department of Energy when corresponding

with the members of the JMRI Project.

Jacobsen contends that Defendants fraudulently secured patents for their software and,

despite knowing the patents were invalid and unenforceable, sought to enforce the patents and

collect patent royalties, threatened litigation, cybersquatted on a JMRI Project trademark, and

made false charges in a Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA") request to the Department of

Energy who, they apparently believed, might have been involved in sponsoring the JMRI

Project.

On March 13, 2006, Jacobsen fi led this declaratory relief action alleging that defendants

KAM and Katzer, in conjunction with the company's attorney, Russell, fraudulently obtained

patents for model train control system technology. In addition, Jacobsen makes claims for

violations ofantitrust laws, California Business and Professions Code § 17200, the Lanham Act

and for libel.

ANALYSIS

A. Matthew Katzer and Kamind Associates, Inc. '5 Motion to Dismiss and to Bifurcate.

I. Legal Standard on Motion to Dismiss.

A motion to dismiss is proper under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6) where the

pleadings fail to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. A motion to dismiss should not

be granted unless it appears beyond a doubt that a plaintiff can show no set of facts supporting

his or her claim. Conley v. Gibson. 355 U.S. 4I, 45-46 (1957). Thus. dismissal is proper "only

if it is clear that no relief could be granted under any set of facts that could be proved consistent

with the allegations." Hishon v. King & Spaulding, 467 U.S. 69, 73 (1984). The complaint is

construed in the light most favorable to the non-moving party and all material allegations in the

complaint are taken to be true. Sanders v. Kennedy, 794 F.2d 478. 481 (9th Cir. 1986). The

2
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court, however, is not required to accept legal conclusions cast in the form of factual

allegations, if those conclusions cannot reasonably be drawn from the facts alleged. Cleggy v.

Cult Awareness Network, 18 F.3d 752, 754-55 (9th Cir. 1994) (citing Papasan v. Allain. 478

U.S. 265, 286 (1986».

2. Count Four - Antitrust Violation Under Sherman Act Section Two.

In his original complaint, Jacobsen alleges that both KAM and Katzer have violated

Section 2 of the Sherman Act. The class of persons who may maintain a private damage action

under the antitrust laws is broadly defined in Section 4 of the Clayton Act, which provides in

pertinent part: "Any person who shall be injured in his business or property by reason of

anything forbidden in the antitrust laws may sue therefor in any district court of the United

States in the district in which the defendant resides or is found or has an agent, without respect

to the amount in controversy, and shall recover threefold damages by him sustained." 15

U.S.C. § 15. Section 16 of the Clayton Act provides in pertinent part that: "Any person ... shall

be entitled to sue for and have injunctive relief ... against threatened loss or damage by a

violation of the antitrust laws." 15 U.S.C. § 26. "A literal reading of the statute is broad

enough to encompass every harm that can be attributed directly or indirectly to the

consequences of an antitrust violation." Associated General Contractors o/California v.

California State Council o/Carpenters ("AGC "),459 U.S. 519, 529 (1983). However broadly

described, it "is reasonable to assume that Congress did not intend to allow every person

tangentially affected by an antitrust violation to maintain an action to recover threefold damages

for the injury to his business or property." Blue Shield 0/ Virginia, Inc. v. McCready, 457 U.S.

465,477 (1982).

The plaintiff must have antitrust standing and to determine whether that requirement is

met, the Court must "evaluate the plaintitrs harm, the alleged wrongdoing by the defendants,

and the relationship between them." ACG, 459 U.S. at 535. The Ninth Circuit has summarized

the factors relevant to a finding ofantitrust standing as follows: "( 1) the nature of the plaintitrs

alleged injury; that is, whether it was the type the antitrust laws were intended to forestall; (2)

the directness of the injury; (3) the speculative measure of the hann; (4) the risk of duplicative

3
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recovery; and (5) the complexity of apportioning damages." Knevelbaard Dairies v. Kraft

2 Foods, Inc., 232 F.3d 979, 987 (9th Cir. 2000) (quoting American Ad Mgmt. v. General Tel.

3 Co., 190 F.3d 1051, 1054-55 (9th Cir. 1999». To conclude that there is antitrust standing, the

4 Court need not find in favor of the plaintiff on each factor. American Ad Mgmt., 190 F.3d at

5 1055 (citing Amarel v. Connell, 102 F.3d 1494, 1507 (9th Cir. 1997». Instead, the Court must

6 balance the factors, giving great weight to the nature of the plaintiff's alleged injury. ld.

7 The first factor - the nature of plaintitrs alleged injury - requires a showing of

8 "antitrust injury, i.e., injury of the type the antitrust laws were intended to prevent and that

9 flows from that which makes defendants' acts unlawful." Knevelbaard, 232 F.3d at 987

10 (quoting At/antic Richfield Co. v. USA Petroleum Co.• 495 U.S. 328, 334 (1990». Parsing the

II Supreme Court's definition of injury, the Court must find four factors: (I) unlawful conduct, (2)

12 causing an injury to the plaintiff, (3) that flows from that which makes the conduct unlawful,

13 and (4) that is of the type the antitrust laws were intended to prevent. See id. Antitrust injury is

14 harm that "reflect[s] the anticompetitive effect either of the violation or of anticompetitive

15 effects made possible by the violation." Brunswick Corp. v. Pueblo Bowl-O-Mat. Inc., 429 U.S.

16 477,489 (1977). Lastly, to qualify as antitrust injury, any harm allegedly suffered must have

17 occurred in the market where competition is allegedly being restrained. Association ofWash.

18 Pub. Hosp. Dists. v. Philip Morris, Inc., 241 F.3d 696, 704 (9th Cir. 2001) (quoting American

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Ad Mgmt., 190 FJd at 1057).

Jacobsen lacks standing to make out a claim for antitrust injury. Jacobsen, a model train

hobbyist, alleges that he was injured by failing to receive academic consulting income as a

result of his having to take time off from work to address the concerns raised by the disputed

patents. Jacobsen has failed to allege injury in the relevant market. Lost income in an unrelated

field is simply not the type of injury the antitrust laws were designed to protect. Jacobsen's lost

income in the academic field or as a research scientist as a result of his efforts in this matter

does not constitute antitrust injury in the relevant model train market. See Ass'n ofWash. Pub.

Ho~p. Dis/s., 241 F.3d at 704-05 ("The requirement that the alleged injury be related to anti

competitive behavior requires, as a corollary, that the injured party be a participant in the same

4
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market as the alleged malefactors .. [and] that the plaintiff ... suffered its injury in the market

where competition is being restrained. Parties whose injuries, though flowing through that

which makes the defendant's conduct unlawful, are experienced in another market do not suffer

antitrust injury.").

Plaintiff must demonstrate injury in fact and the claimed injury must be sufficiently

direct. There "must be 'not a mere causal link, but a direct effect. '" KneveJbaard, 232 F.3d at

989 (quoting City ofPittsburgh v. West Penn Power Co., 147 F.3d 256, 268 (3d Cir. 1998». To

assess the directness of the alleged injury, the Court must "look to the chain of causation

between [the alleged] injury and the alleged restraint in the market." American Ad Mgmt., 190

F.3d at 1058. Speculative damages are found where the injury is indirect or "may have been

produced by independent factors." AGC, 459 U.S. at 542. It is "appropriate for § 4 purposes

'to consider whether a claim rests at bottom on some abstract conception or speculative measure

of harm. '" Id. at 543 (quoting McCready, 457 U.S. at 475, n.II). "The indirectness of the

alleged injury also implicates the strong interest, identified in our prior cases, in keeping the

scope of complex antitrust trials within judicially manageable limits. These cases have stressed

the importance of avoiding either the risk ofduplicate recoveries on the one hand, or the danger

of complex apportionment of damages on the other." AGC, 459 U.S. at 543-44.

There is no direct connection between the alleged injury which is particularized to

Jacobsen in his professional capacity as an academic and the alleged misconduct in the busi"ness

of model train software marketing. Jacobsen, a model train enthusiast and hobbyist who

intended, in conjunction with the efforts ofother enthusiasts, to make available for free an

alleged competing software program, cannot make out a claim for violation of the antitrust

laws. His alleged injury is not injury of the type the antitrust laws were intended to prevent: it

is not in the relevant market and it does not flow from that which makes defendants' acts

allegedly unlawful. Therefore, Jacobsen lacks standing to make out a claim under the Sherman

Act and his fourth cause of action is dismissed without leave to amend.'

I Jacobsen similarly lacks standing to make a claim for injunctive relief under
Sherman Act Section 16 because he has failed to allege that he may be threatened with a loss
the antitrust laws were designed to prevent. See Cargill, Inc. v. Monfort ofColo. , Inc., 479

5
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3. Count Seven - Libel.

Under California law, libel is "a false and unprivileged publication by writing, printing,

picture, effigy, or other fixed representation to the eye, which exposes any person to hatred,

contempt, ridicule, or obloquy, or which causes him to be shunned or avoided, or which has a

tendency to injure him in his occupation." Cal. Civ. Code § 45. "Publication means

communication to some third person who understands the defamatory meaning of the statement

and its application to the person to whom reference is made." Raghavan v. Boeing Co., 133

Cal. App. 4th 1120, 1132 (2005).

Jacobsen contends that KAM's Freedom of Information Act request to the United States

Department of Energy constitutes a libelous publication which falsely accused him of patent

infringement and subjected him to embarrassment and injury to his academic reputation.

Construed in the light most favorable to Jacobsen, the FOJA request states that the JMRJ Project

infringes the patents owned by Kamind Associates and designates Jacobsen as the subject of

Kamind's search for documents. By its very terms, the request does not make any statements of

fact about Jacobsen, but to the extent that an inference is drawn that he was responsible for

JMRI's possible infringement, a mere claim of patent infringement is not defamatory. See CMI,

Inc. v. In/oxime/ers, Inc., 918 F. Supp. 1068, 1084 (W.D. Ky. 1995) ("Depending on how a

statement is made, a charge of patent infringement would not hold a company to hatred, ridicule

or disgrace. Among business people, patents are known to be complicated and in infringement

issues even more so. The statement by one party that another is infringing does not carry an

intrinsic moral or business turpitude. For instance, it is not the same as calling one a liar,

bankrupt or untrustworthy:'); see also Atlan/ic Mu/ual Ins. Co. v. J. Lamb, Inc., )00 Cal. App.

4th 1017, 1025 (2002) (claim for patent infringement considered disparaging but not

defamatory for purposes of insurance coverage).

Therefore, Jacobsen fails to make out a claim for libel because the FOIA request does

not make a statement of fact about Jacobsen, and to the extent an inference ofaccused

U.S. 104, 109 (1986) (threatened antitrust injury is a prerequisite to equitable relief).

6
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infringement may be drawn, such a statement is not defamatory. Therefore, Jacobsen's seventh

claim for relief is dismissed without leave to amend.2

4. Bifurcation.

In the alternative, Defendants Katzer and KAM move to bifurcate the fourth and fifth

counts and request that discovery be stayed pending resolution of the patent validity claims.

The Court has dismissed count four without leave to amend. The Court further finds that the

request to bifurcate count five is premature at this time, due to the amendment of the original

complaint. Therefore, the Court DENIES the request to bifurcate at this time without prejudice

to a showing of good cause to bifurcate once the pleadings are finalized.

B. Defendant Kevin Russell's Motion to Dismiss.

Defendant Kevin Russell, KAM's private attorney. moves to dismiss counts seven for

libel and four for antitrust violations. The Court dismisses these causes ofaction against

Russell for the same reasons the same claims are dismissed against Defendants KAM and

Katzer for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.

However, Defendant Russell also moves to dismiss all claims against him on the basis

that this Court lacks personal jurisdiction over him as an attorney based in Oregon. Unless a

defendant's contacts with a forum are so substantial, continuous, and systematic that the

defendant can be deemed to be "present" in that forum for all purposes, a forum may exercise

only "specific" jurisdiction - that is. jurisdiction based on the relationship between the

defendant's forum contacts and the plaintiff's claim. Yahoo! Inc. v. La Ligue Contre Le

Racisme Et L'Antisemitisme, 433 F.3d 1199, 1205 (9th Cir. 2006). There is no question that,

based on the record before the Court. Russell lacks sufficiently substantial. continuous and

systematic contacts with this forum so as to create a basis for general jurisdiction over him.

Instead, the dispute is whether the only ostensibly California contacts in this matter - the

sending of the FOIA request which requests a search ofa Berkeley. California facility and the

2 Given an opportunity at oral argument to proffer additional facts making out a
claim for libel should leave be granted, Jacobsen was unable to do so. See DeSoto v. Yellow
Freight SY3., Inc., 957 F.2d 655,658 (9th Cir. 1992) (leave to amend is properly denied
where amendment would be futile).

7
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sending of a cease and desist and follow-up demand letters for payment to Plaintiff at his

Berkeley, California address - create sufficient specific contacts.

This Court must employ a three-part test to evaluate the nature and quality of Russell's

contacts for purposes of specific jurisdiction: "(A) some action must be taken whereby

defendant purposefully avails himself or herselfof the privilege ofconducting activities in the

forum, thereby invoking the benefits and protections of the forum's laws; (B) the claim must

arise out ofor result from defendant's forum-related activities; and (C) exercise ofjurisdiction

must be reasonable." Sher, 911 F.2d at 1361 (citing Cubbage, 744 F.2d at 668).

"To be subject to specific jurisdiction, a defendant must have purposefully avail[ed]

itselfof the privilege of conducting activities with the forum State, thus invoking the benefits

and protections of its laws." Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 475 (1985)

(internal citations omitted). "'Purposeful availment' requires that the defendant 'have

performed some type of affirmative conduct which allows or promotes the transaction of

business within the forum state." Sher, 911 F.2d at 1362 (citing Sinatra v. National Enquirer.

Inc., 854 F.2d 1191, 1195 (9th Cir. 1988». The second prong of the test for specific jurisdiction

requires that "the contacts constituting purposeful availment must be the ones that give rise to

the current suit." Bancroft & Masters, Inc. v. Augusta Nat 'I, Inc., 223 F.3d 1082, 1088 (9th Cir.

2000). The third prong of the test for specific jurisdiction requires that the exercise of

jurisdiction be reasonable. Sher, 911 F.2d at 1361.

In his complaint, Jacobsen contends that there is sufficient purposeful availment by

virtue of Russell's sending the FOIA request requesting a search of a Berkeley, California

facility and sending a cease and desist letter and follow-up demand letters for payment to

Plaintiff at his Berkeley, California address, all actions performed at the behest of Russell's

Oregon-based client. The sending ofa cease and desist letter into a particular jurisdiction is not

sufficient to create personal jurisdiction over an out-of-state defendant. Red Wing Shoe Co. v.

Hockerson-Halberstadt. Inc., 148 F.3d 1355,1360 (Fed. Cir. 1998). The court reasoned that it

did not comport with notions of fair play to subject a patentee to personal jurisdiction in a forum

solely for informing a party who happens to be located there of suspected infringement. [d. A

8
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cease and desist letter may be viewed as an offer of settlement, and it is neither fair nor efficient

to provide a disincentive to settlement by subjecting the sender to personal jurisdiction out of

state. For the same reasons, the sending of follow-up demand letters does not confer specific

jurisdiction on an out-of-state attorney. Further, there is no indication that Jacobsen has alleged

any particular cause ofaction which arises from the sending of the demand letters. Lastly.

although the FOIA request underlies Plaintiff's claim against Russell for libel, and does request

that certain action be taken in California, the Court has dismissed the claim for libel for failure

to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. Therefore, the Court finds that there is no

basis for finding personaJ jurisdiction over Defendant Kevin Russell and dismisses him from the

complaint.

C. Defendants' Special Motions to Strike.

Both Katzer and KAM as well as Russell move to strike Jacobsen's libel claim, arguing

that the basis of the claim, the filing ofa FOIA request to the Department of Energy, is a

protected communication under California's anti-SLAPP statute as it was made in anticipation

of bringing legal action against Jacobsen.

California's anti-SLAPP ("Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation") statute

provides a mechanism for a defendant to strike civil actions brought primarily to chill the

exercise of free speech. Cal. Code Civil Proc. § 425 .16(b)( I); see a/so Me/aboUfe

International, Inc. v. Warnick, 213 F. Supp. 2d 1220, 1221 (S.D. Cal. 2002). The California

Legislature passed the statute and explicitly recognized "the public interest to encourage

continued participation in matters of public significance ... and [found] that this participation

should not be chilled through abuse of the judicial process." Metabo/ife, 213 F. Supp. 2d at

1221 (citations omitted). Thus, to deter such chilling, a prevailing defendant on a special

motion to strike shall be entitled to recover his or her reasonable attorney's fees and costs. Id.,

citing Cal. Code Civil Proc. § 425.J6(c).

9
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Section 425.16 provides, in relevant part, that

A cause of action against a person arising from any act of that person in
furtherance of the person's right ofpetition or free speech under the United
States or California Constitution in connection with a public issue shall be
subject to a special motion to strike, unless the court determines that the
plamtiff has established that there is a probability that the plaintiff will
prevail on the claim.

As used in this section, 'act in furtherance ofa person's right of petition or
free speech under the United States or California Constitution in connection
with a public issue' includes: (1) any written or oral statement or writing
made before a judicial proceeding, or any other official proceeding
authorized by law ..

Cal. Code Civil Proc. §§ 425.16(b)(I); 425.l6(e).

A special motion to strike a SLAPP suit involves a two-step analysis. First, the court

must decide whether the defendant has made a threshold showing that the challenged cause of

action is one 'arising from' protected activity. See, e.g.. City ofCotati \'. Cashman, 29 Cal. 4th

69, 76 (2002). The defendant may meet this threshold burden by showing that the act which

forms the basis for the plaintiff's cause ofaction was a written or oral statement made before a

judicial proceeding. Church afScientology ofCalifornia v. Wallersheim, 42 Cal. App. 4th 628,

646 (1996). If the defendant establishes a prima facie case, the burden then shifts to the

plaintiff to establish a probability that the plaintiff will prevail on the claim. [d.; see also

Cotati, 29 Cal. 4th at 76. In making its determination, the trial court is required to consider the

pleadings and supporting and opposing affidavits stating the facts upon which liability or

defense is based. Cal. Code Civil Proc. § 425. I6(b).

1. Defendants Have Met the Threshold Burden of Challenged Cause of
Action Arising From Protected Activity.

The right of access to the courts is an aspect of the First Amendment right to petition the

government for redress ofgrievances. Wallersheim, 42 Cal. App. 4th at 647. The constitutional

right to petition includes the basic act of filing litigation or otherwise seeking administrative

action. Briggs v. Eden Council for Hope and Opportunity. 19 Cal. 4th 1106, 1115 (1999). By

logical extension, the right to petition also necessarily includes participation in the litigation as

well. See id. Therefore, a cause of action arising from defendant's litigation activity may

properly be the subject of a section 425.16 motion to strike. Wallersheim, 42 Cal. App. 4th at

10
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648. In addition, in interpreting the scope ofa section 425.16 motion to strike, courts have

"adopted a fairly expansive view of what constitutes litigation-related activities." Kashian v.

Harriman, 98 Cal. App. 4th 892, 908 (2002). The scope of protected litigation activities

broadly includes communication, including statements to the court and other, non-speech

conduct. See. e.g.• Susan S. v. lsraels, 55 Cal. App. 4th 1290, 1300-01 (1997). In addition,

"communications preparatory to or in anticipation of the bringing of an action or other official

proceeding ... are ... entitled to the benefits of section 425.16." Briggs, 19 Cal. 4th 1106, 1115

(citing Dove Audio. Inc. v. Rosenfeld. Meyer & Susman, 47 Cal. App. 4th 777, 784 (J 996».

The FOIA request was sent in an effort to gather information about a possible

infringement lawsuit. (See Declaration ofMatthew Katzer in support ofspecial motion to

strike, , 7.) It is clear that KAM was, at the time ofthe filing of the request, contemplating

filing an infringement action. The stated premise of the request is the belief that the JMRJ

Project, possibly sponsored by the Physics Division of the Berkeley Livennore Labs, infringed

the patents owned by KAM. (See id., Ex. 1.) The request even mistakenly states that a lawsuit

was already filed by KAM in federal court. (ld.)3 In addition, Jacobsen's complaint for

declaratory relief specifically states that "Defendants' conduct has put Jacobsen in reasonable

and serious apprehension of imminent suit for infringement of the '329 patent." (Complt. at'

6.)4 Therefore, because the FOIA request was made in anticipation of bringing legal action

)The merits or validity of the particular content at issue is not the appropriate inquiry
in determining whether or not the antl-SLAPP statute applies. The merits of the claims
become relevant only at the second step of the anti-SLAPP analysis, when plaintiff must
present evidence showing a reasonable probability ofsuccess on his claims. Mann v. Quality
Old Time Service, Inc., 120 Cal. App. 4th 90, 105 (2004).

4 In order to maintain subject matter jurisdiction over the declaratory action filed by
Jacobsen, the Court must find that there is an actual controversy. See. e.g., Fina Research,
S.A. v. Baroid Ltd., 141 F.3d 1479, 1481 (Fed. Cir. 1998). First, the patentee must make an
explicit threat or take other action that creates a reasonable apprehension on the part of the
declaratory plaintiff that it will face an infringement suit. Super Sack Mfg. Corp. v. Chase
Packaging Corp., 57 F.3d 1054,1058 (Fed. Cir. 1995). Second, there must be present
activity that could constitute infringement or concrete steps taken with the intent to conduct
such activity. Id. Jacobsen's contention that any lawsuit filed by Defendants could not have
been "seriously and in good faith" contemplated because such a lawsuit would have been
meritless, not only contradicts statements 10 his complaint which form the basis for subject
matter jurisdiction over his lawsuit, but is inapposite. Whether Defendants would have
prevailed on any potential lawsuit is irrelevant with regard to the question whether both
Jacobsen and Defendants contemplated that such a lawsuit may have been imminent.

II
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against Jacobsen and/or JMRI for possibly infringing activities, Defendants have therefore met

their threshold burden of demonstrating that the challenged cause ofaction is one 'arising from'

protected activity. See. e.g., Colali, 29 Cal. 4th at 76.

2. Plaintiff Cannot Meet His Burden of Demonstrating a Probability of
Prevailing on the Merits.

Once Defendants have reached the threshold showing, the burden shifts to Jacobsen to

establish a probability of prevailing at trial. See id This Court has dismissed the cause of

action for libel for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. Because the Court

has determined that the cause ofaction should be dismissed as a matter of law, Jacobsen cannot

meet his burden of demonstrating a likelihood of prevailing on the merits. See Dove Audio, 47

Cal. App. 4th at 784-85 (holding that the court did not err in granting a special motion to strike

under section 425.16 on causes of action absolutely barred by the litigation privilege). Because

Defendants have met their threshold burden of demonstrating that the specific allegations for

the cause of action for libel arises from protected activity and Jacobsen cannot make a prima

facie case of likelihood of prevailing on the merits, the Court GRANTS Defendants' special

motions to strike the seventh cause ofaction for libel.s

3. Reasonable Attorney's Fees and Costs.

A "prevailing defendant on a special motion to strike shall be entitled to recover his or

her attorney's fees and costs." Cal. Code Civil Proc. § 425.16(c).6 The prevailing party bears

the burden of submitting detailed time records justifying the hours claimed to have been

expended. Chalmers v. City ofLos Angeles, 796 F.2d 1205, 1210 (9th Cir. 1986). As a party

5 Because count five against Defendant Russell has been dismissed against him due to
lack ofrersonal jurisdiction and the motion to strike is granted as to Defendant Russell on
the libe claim, the Court need not address whether the FOIA request allegations in the
Section 17200 claim are merely incidental or are the principal thrust or gravamen of the
claim and therefore worthy of protection under Section 425.16. See Peregrine Funding, Inc.
v. Sheppard Mullin Richler & Hampton LLP, 133 Cal. App. 4th 658, 672 (2005).

b An award ofattorney's fees to a prevailin~tparty on a special motion to strike is
mandatory. Cal. Civ. Proc. Code § 425.16(c); PfeiJJer Venice Properties v. Bernard, 101
Cal. App. 4th 211, 215 (2002) (citing Ketchum v. Moses, 24 Cal. 4th ) 122, 1)3) (200) ».
The Court clearly has jurisdiction over Plaintiff in order to compel him to pay reasonable
attorney's fees incurred by Defendants who have prevailed on their special motions to strike.

12
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seeking fees and costs, a defendant "bear[s] the burden ofestablishing entitlement to an award

and documenting the appropriate hours expended and hourly rates. To that end, the court may

require defendants to produce records sufficient to provide a proper basis for determining how

much time was spent on particular claims." ComputerXpress, Inc. v. Jackson, 93 Cal. App. 4th

993, 1020 (2001) (citations omitted; emphasis added). According to Civil Local Rule 54-6(b),

unless otherwise ordered, a motion for attorney's fees must be supported by a declaration

containing, among other things, a statement of the services rendered together with a summary of

the time spent by each person. Depending on the circumstances, the Court may require

production ofan abstract ofor the contemporary time records for inspection, including in

camera inspection, as the Judge deems appropriate. Civ. L. R. 54-6(b)(2).

An award of attorney's fees must be reasonable, and adequately compensate Defendants

for the expense of responding to a baseless claim. See Metabolife, 213 F. Supp. 2d at 1221-22.

The Court has broad discretion to determine the reasonable amount of attorney's fees and costs

and must have substantial evidence to support the fee award. Id. at. 1222. However, the

prevailing party is only entitled to recover fees and costs related to the motion to strike, not to

the whole suit or other motions. Lafayette Morehouse, Inc. v. The Chronicle Publishing Co., 39

Cal. App. 4th 1379, 1383 (1996).

In this malter, Defendants Katzer and KAM declare that they have incurred $20,782.58,

inclusive of $450.68 in expenses as a result of researching, filing and arguing the anti-SLAPP

special motion to strike. (Declaration ofR. Scott Jerger in support of his motion for attorney's

fees ("Jerger Decl."), ~ 3.) Counsel explains that he spent a total of 59.8 hours preparing the

motion papers related to the special motion to strike. (Id.,1I4(a)-(c).) He also contends that he

spent a total of 28.4 hours preparing for and attending the court hearing on the special motion

and further alleges that such time was spent exclusively on this motion, and not the other

pending motions or the case management conference. (ld., 1I4(d); Defendants Katzer and

KAM's Reply to Plaintiffs Objections at 2.) The Court finds this additional court attendance

estimate to be excessive and reduces the estimate for time spent on the hearing of the special

motion to 4 hours. Therefore, the Court awards fees to counsel for Katzer and KAM in the

13
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amount of$14,036 (for 63.8 hours at an hourly rate of $220). The Court also awards costs in

the amount of$450.68. Therefore, the total amount owing to Katzer and KAM is $14,486.68.

Additionally, Defendant Russell declares that he has incurred a total of$43,491.25 in

attorney's fees as a result of researching, filing and arguing the anti-SLAPP special motion to

strike. (Declaration of David M. ZetTin support of award of attorney's fees ("ZetTDecl."), ~ 6;

Defendant Russell's Reply to Plaintiffs Objection at 5.) This estimate includes 84.55 hours of

time at a rate of $235 per hour for Mr. Moore's services and 67.35 hours at a rate of $300 per

hour for Mr. Zefrs services, plus an additional 4.2 hours billed by Mr. Moore and an additional

8.1 hours billed by Mr. ZetT in connection with reviewing Plaintiffs objections and researching

and drafting a reply. (ZeffDecl.. ~~ 2,5; Reply at 5; Declaration of David M. ZetTin reply to

objections. ~~ 4,5.) Mr. Zeffalso explains that he includes some, but not all, of the time he and

Mr. Moore spent on the motion to dismiss because some of the substantive issues in the special

motion to strike overlap. The Court finds this unpersuasive as the motion to dismiss was a

stand-alone motion and only fees incurred due to the filing of the special motion to strike are

recoverable. See Lafayette Morehouse. Inc., 39 Cal. App. 4th at 1383. The Court also finds it

unreasonable that two attorneys, billing at comparable rates, were necessary to complete the

same tasks it took a single attorney to complete for Defendants Katzer and KAM. Therefore,

the Court will only take into consideration the fees incurred by Mr. Zeff and reduce that amount

by twenty-five percent because the Court cannot award fees for time incurred on unrelated

motions. Therefore, the total amount owing to Defendant Russell is $16,976.25 (75.45 hours

reduced by 25% at an hourly rate of $300).

14
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CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Court GRANTS Defendants' motions to dismiss,

DENIES Defendants' motion to bifurcate without prejudice, GRANTS Defendants' special

motions to strike, and AWARDS attorneys' fees to Defendants in the amount of $14,486.68 for

Defendants Katzer and KAM and $16,976.25 for Defendant Russell. Such payment shall be

made no later than October 30, 2006.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated: October 20, 2006
. WHITE
ATES DISTRJCT JUDGE

15
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16
February 13,2008. On October 22, 2007, the Court held a telephone conference in response to

17
Plaintiffs October 1,2007 letter seeking the Court's assistance regarding disclosure of information

18
to Plaintiff from Defendant in advance of the settlement conference. At that conference, the Court

19
indicated that in order to have meaningful settlement discussions, some basic information should be

20
exchanged, including Defendant's position on validity, enforceability and infringement of the '329

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

This case has been referred to the Court for a settlement conference, which is scheduled for

No. C-06-0190S JSW (EDL)

ORDER RE: SETTLEMENT
CONFERENCE

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

Plaintiff,

v.

JACOBSEN,

KATZER, et aI.,

Defendant._____________---"1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

21
patent. On October 23,2007, Defendant responded by sending an e-mail to the Court's courtroom

22
deputy, with a copy to Plaintiffs counsel, specifying information that it intended to provide (copy

23
available to parties upon request).

24
To the extent that Defendant has not already provided to Plaintiff the information referenced

25
in the e-mail, such as the chart of prior art, Defendant shall do so. In addition, Defendant shall

26
provide to Plaintiff basic supporting facts and legal argument sufficient to explain its position on

27
validity, enforceability and infringement of the '329 patent. This information shall be served on

28
Plaintiff, and lodged, not filed, with this Court (not Judge White's chambers) no later than January

31, 2008. This information may only be used for settlement purposes. Any confidential strategy
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need not, ofcourse, be provided to Plaintiff, but instead may be included in the confidential

2 settlement conference statement lodged with the Court.

3 IT IS SO ORDERED.

4 Dated: January 23, 2008
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VICTORIA K. HALL (SBN 240702)
LAW OFFICE OF VICTORIA K. HALL

2 3 Bethesda Metro Suite 700
Bethesda MD 20814

3 Victoria@vkhall-Iaw.com
Telephone: 301-28-5925

4 Facsimile: 240-536-9142

5 Attorney for Plaintiff
ROBERT JACOBSEN

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION

PLAINTIFF MOTION FOR LIMITED
EARLY DISCOVERY

No. C-06-1905-JSW

Courtroom: 2, 17th Floor
Judge: Hon. Jeffrey S. White

Plaintiff,

Defendants.

v.

ROBERT JACOBSEN,

MATTHEW KATZER, et aI.,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

--------------)

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22 Plaintiff respectfully asks for limited early discovery related to Defendants' Motion to

23 Dismiss for Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction.

24 I. Introduction and Relevant Facts

25 Defendants Matthew Katzer and KAMIND Associates, Inc. say they filed a patent

26 disclaimer which they attached to Defendant Katzer's declaration. [Docket # 203J. This

27 disclaimer disclaims all claims of the '329 patent, but no other Katzer patent. ld.

28 In a FOIA request directed at Plaintiffs employer, the U.S. Department of Energy and

-1-
No. C-06-190S-JSW PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR EARLY LIMITED DISCOVERY



Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Defendants alleged that Plaintiff infringed multiple

2 Katzer patents. Ex. A at 1 ("KAMIND Associates, Inc. is a small software vendor that has patents

3 being infringed by the JMRI project sponsored by the Lab.") (emphasis added). Defendants have

4 repeatedly represented to this Court that they had a good faith belief when they filed the FOJA

5 request that Plaintiff was infringing multiple patents. Declaration of Matthew Katzer in Support of

6 Special Motion to Strike [Docket #J3] , 5 (" ... infringing KAM's patents."), , 7 (" .. .infringement

7 of KAM's patents."); Defendants' Matthew Katzer and KAMIND Associates, Inc. Special Motion

8 to Strike Plaintiff's Libel Claim under Cal. Civ. Pro. Code § 425.16 (Docket #29J at 5, I. 7 ("KAM

9 believes that certain JMRI software infringes on KAM patents."). at 8, II. 21-22 ("...to alert the

10 DOE that the JMRI project was infringing on KAM patents.").

II After Defendants filed their motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction,

12 Plaintiff, through his counsel, sought the identity of the Katzer patents that Plaintiff is alleged to

13 have infringed. Defense counsel denied that Defendants had alleged infringement of multiple

14 patents, and stated the FOIA request only alleged infringement of the '329 patent. Cf. Ex. A at I.

15 Plaintiff files this motion to seek from Defendants and/or their intellectual property counsel, Kevin

16 Russell, the identity of the Katzer patents which Defendants alleged in their FOIA request to the

17 U.S. Department ofEnergy that Plaintiff infringed. I

II.18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Argument

Because Plaintiff bears the burden of demonstrating a case or controversy exists, he needs

to take limited early discovery. Plaintiff initially pled declaratory judgment of non-infringement,

invalidity, and unenforceability of claim I of the '329 patent because Defendants had specified that

patent only and made general allegations of patent infringement as to other Katzer patents. In the

normal course of discovery, Plaintiff would have sought information about the other Katzer patents

and then could seek leave to amend the complaint, if necessary. Because Defendants seek to

dismiss the declaratory judgment causes of action for lack of subject matter jurisdiction, Plaintiff

needs this information before discovery opens. A party may seek early discovery by court order.

I Plaintiff deferred tiling this motion while the parties were in a cooling off period after the Feb.
13, 2008 settlement conference, in the hope that the parties might come to tenns and settle the case.
Settlement talks ended last Friday.

No. C-06-1905-JSW
·2-
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See Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 26(d). Parties have used early discovery when seeking information to

2 oppose a motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction. £&., Invitrogen Corp. v. Pres. &

3 Fellows of Harvard College, No. 07-cv-0878-JLS (S.D. Cal. Oct. 4, 2007) at *3. Defendants here

4 challenge jurisdiction, in particular subject matter jurisdiction, which Plaintiff must establish.

5 Thus, early discovery is appropriate.

6 A party seeking early discovery must show good cause. "Good cause may be found where

7 the need for expedited discovery, in consideration of the administration of justice, outweighs the

8 prejudice to the responding party." Semitool. Inc. v. Tokyo Electron Am., 208 F.R.D. 273, 276

9 (N.D. Cal. 2003). Good cause exists here, because Plaintiff needs the information to oppose

10 Defendants' motion, and because the limited request should pose no burden on Defendants, as

I I explained below. Furthermore, if Defendants, after years of alleging patent infringement against

12 Plaintiff, identify no other patent that Plaintiff purportedly infringes, this admission will put a

13 significant part of the case to rest, facilitate case management, and may result in an earlier

14 settlement of the case.

15 Plaintiff needs expedited discovery. In charging Plaintiff with infringement of multiple

16 Katzer patents in their FOIA request and representing to this Court that Plaintiff has infringed

17 multiple patents, Defendants imply they will bring multiple claims against Plaintiff. The identity

18 of the Katzer patents is relevant to the Plaintitrs opposition to Defendants' motion to dismiss. If

19 Defendants assert multiple patents, the declaratory judgment cause of action of inequitable conduct

20 during the prosecution of the '329 patent will not be moot because inequitable conduct during the

21 prosecution of the '329 patent may infect the other patents. Nilssen v. Osram Sylvania. Inc., 504

22 FJd 1223, 1230 (Fed. Cir. 2007). Also, the declaratory judgment causes of action for non-

23 infringement and invalidity can be amended to include these other Katzer patents. Thus, Plaintiff

24 is entitled to find out what Katzer patents he allegedly infringes so he can use that information in

25 his opposition to Defendants' motion to dismiss.

26 The discovery does not prejudice Defendants. The limited nature of this discovery should

27 pose!1Q burden. As noted earlier, they have repeatedly represented that they had a good faith belief

28 that Plaintiff infringed mUltiple Katzer patents. In order to have that good faith belief, they must

No. C-06·190S-JSW
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have conducted an infringement analysis. See View Eng'g. Inc. v. Robotic Vision Sys.. Inc., 208

2 F.3d 981, 986-87 (Fed. Cir. 2000); Judin v. United States, 110 F.3d 780, 784 (Fed. Cir. 1997).

3 Thus, they should know which Katzer patents they believe Plaintiff infringed.

4 Thus, Plaintiff has shown good cause exists for early discovery. He needs it to oppose

5 Defendants' Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction. The discovery should pose

6 no burden on Defendants. Plaintiff asks the Court to grant his motion for limited early discovery,

7 and to stay briefing on Defendants' Motion in the interim as requested in a separate administrative

8 motion, filed concurrently.

9 III. Conclusion

10 PlaintitTrespectfully asks the Court to grant his motion for early limited discovery.

11 Respectfully submitted,

12

ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF

By lsi
Victoria K. Hall, Esq. (SBN 240702)
LAW OFFICE OF VICTORIA K. HALL
3 Bethesda Metro Suite 700
Bethesda MD 20814
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DATED: February 25, 2008

Telephone:
Facsimile:

301-280-5925
240-536-9142
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Case 3:06-cv-01905-JSW Document 212 Filed 02/29/2008 Page 1 of 1

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

Now before the Court are Plaintiffs motions for limited discovery and to stay the

briefing schedule on Defendants' pending motion to dismiss. Having not shown good cause for

either request, the Court DENIES Plaintiff's motions. The opposition to Defendants' motion to

dismiss shall be filed no later than today, February 29, 2008. The reply brief shall be filed no

later than March 7,2008.
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ROBERT JACOBSEN,

Plaintiff,

v.

MATTHEW KATZER and KAMIND
ASSOCIATES, INC.,

Defendants.

--------------_./

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated: February 29, 2008

No. C 06-01905 JSW

ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR LIMITED EARLY
DISCOVERY AND MOTION TO
STAY BRIEFING SCHEDULE

f/'ixJ#MS=JEF . WHITE
UN~;ATES DISTRICT JUDGE



UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT
2009-1221

ROBERT JACOBSEN,

Plaintiff-Appellant,

v.

MATTHEW KATZER
and KAMIND ASSOCIATES (doing business as KAM Industries),

Defendants-Appellees.

Appeal from the United States District Court for the Northern District of
California in Case No. 06-CV-1905, Judge Jeffrey S. White

Proposed Order Denying Matthew Katzer and KAMIND Associates, Inc. 's
Motion to Transfer

Having considered Matthew Katzer and KAMIND Associates, Inc.'s

Motion to Transfer, and Jacobsen's Response, the Court hereby DENIES the

motion.

Washington, D.C.

Dated: _-------

FOR THE COURT:

Circuit Judge



JACOBSEN v KATZER, 2009-1221

PROOF OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on March 23, 2009, I sent by first class mail, postage
prepaid, Robert Jacobsen's Response to Matthew Katzer and KAMIND
Associates, Inc. 's Motion to Transfer, to:

R. Scott Jerger
Field Jerger LLP
610 SW Alder S1. Suite 910
Portland OR 97205

Attorney for Defendants-Appellees

By

DATED: March 23, 2009 !1#-If'-v7~ K Jk/-e--
Victoria K. Hall, Esq. (SBN 240702)
LAW OFFICE OF VICTORIA K. HALL
3 Bethesda Metro Suite 700
Bethesda MD 20814

Telephone: 301-280-5925
Facsimile: 240-536-9142

ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF/APPELLANT


